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Ich esse selbst täglich. 

(Loriot) 

 

Dis-moi ce que tu manges, je te dirai ce que tu es. 

(Jean-Anthelme Brillat-Savarin) 

 

I will not dwell upon ragouts or roasts, 

 Albeit all human history attests 

 That happiness for man – the hungry sinner! – 

 Since Eve ate apples, much depends on dinner.  

(Lord Byron) 
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Saarland University 

 

 

 

1. Introduction 

 

Eating and talking are universal human traits. Every healthy human being eats 

and talks; every society or group eats and talks. Both language and food are 

culturally dependent and vary according to factors such as gender, age, or 

situational context, or even lifestyle. There are vast differences both in the 

food-related behavior of different cultures as well as in the languages of the 

world. There is nothing natural or inevitable about food preferences or 

syntactic structures. “Food is a bridge between nature and culture” (Fischler 

1988 in Germov & Williams 2008: 1)1 and so is language. Brillat-Savarin, 

one of the earliest food writers, claimed: “Tell me what you eat, I will tell you 

what you are” (1825: 3). Again, linguists and other social scientists have 

shown that identity is constructed through language. Hence, “every coherent 

social group has its own unique foodways” (Counihan 1999: 6) and its own 

unique language use. You are different or you are the same depending on 

what you eat and how you speak. “If we are to understand women’s gender 

roles..., we need to study food” (Inness 2001a: 4) and, the linguist adds, 

language. “If there is one issue as deeply personal as food it is language and 

dialect” (Delamont 1995: 193).  

  

                                                 
1 All references in the introductory chapter can be found in the bibliography Dolci at the 

end of this volume. 
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Both food and language are used to maintain and create human relationships. 

The dinner table is a rich site for socialization and language acquisition. 

Eating and talking are used to construct social hierarchies, class, ethnicity, 

caste, the difference between rich and poor. The way we speak and what we 

eat is not based on individual choice only, but also on the society we live in 

and the place in society we occupy or wish to occupy. Both food and language 

have an intricate connection to power: in the world at large (the distribution 

of meat, of land) as well as in smaller groups (Father gets served first!). 

Because of this interconnectedness on so many plains, both eating and talking 

can only be grasped in their context. “Foodways can only be understood 

holistically” (Anderson 2005: 7), and so can language. 

Food is not only sustenance and language not only a tool to transmit 

information. Only humans flavor their food and create unique dishes and food 

styles, such as sandwiches and banquets, Chicken Tikka Masala or French 

cuisine. Similarly, only humans have created a communication system that 

allows for international treaties and scribbled shopping lists, for haikus and 

email. National foods and national languages are claimed to construct 

national identity (Peckham 1998: 174). Since both do more than cater for bare 

necessities, they represent perfect sites for social studies. 

In Proust’s A la recherche du temps perdu, a madeleine soaked in tea 

evokes long-lost childhood memories (cf. Sutton 2001). The taste of this cake 

brings forth chains of associations connected to the protagonist’s early years. 

Words can have the same magic. In a current column of the German weekly 

Die Zeit entitled Mein Wortschatz (‘my lexicon’, literally ‘my word treasure’) 

readers can send in their favorite words. Often words are suggested which 

have a slightly archaic ring to them, such as Augenweide or Fremdenzimmer. 

According to the readers of the newspaper, these words also bring back fond 

childhood memories.  

While food enters the body through the mouth, language leaves the 

body through the same cavity in its primary, spoken form. This physical 

proximity may produce a need for complementariness, to a certain extent as 

a necessity (Swadesh 1971: 9), but also as a culturally constructed norm:  

either you eat or you speak (Elias 1939, Visser 1993).  

Both food and language are fabricated by building larger units out of 

smaller entities: ingredients make dishes make meals; sounds make words 

make utterances make texts (cf. Halliday’s analogy between the categories of 

eating like daily menus, meals, courses, helpings, mouthfuls and categories 

of grammar like sentences, clauses, groups/phrases, words, morphemes 1961, 

cf. also Lévi-Strauss below). Both depend on the social context and their 

actual use by people at a specific moment for their meaning: a bun as such is 

devoid of meaning, a bun served in bed on a Sunday morning together with 

other breakfast ingredients is a meaningful act. The 1st person pronoun I is 

unclear unless used by a specific speaker in a social context I care.  
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Furthermore, food consumption and language use together often 

characterize settings, speech events or space. At a Western birthday party, the 

verbal act of congratulating as well as a cake as food choice constitute core 

elements. In a transcendental setting like the Eucharist, the body and blood of 

Christ are consumed while a set of specific words are pronounced. The 

German word Kaffeeklatsch denotes a specific type of meal ‘coffee and cake 

in the afternoon’ with the help of the accompanying verbal activity 

‘klatschen’, i.e. ‘gossiping’. Beer gardens, pubs, or coffee shops evoke certain 

food items and specific verbal activities (Oldenburg 1989, Laurier 2005). 

This volume attempts to describe the connection between these two 

fundamental human social acts: eating and using language. This introduction 

will start by sketching the interdisciplinary study of food in various 

disciplines. The main part will consist of an overview of studies about 

language and food.    

 

 

2. The study of food   

 

Because of its centrality to human kind, food has been discovered as a fruitful 

topic by a number of disciplines, especially in the second half and at the end 

of the 20th century. As we will see, the study of food often reflects current 

paradigms such as behaviorism, structuralism or functionalism, and the 

interdisciplinary nature of food studies soon becomes evident. Many great 

thinkers, be they philosophers, sociologists or anthropologists, have 

encountered questions about food in their general work about human nature, 

as the following section will illustrate. 

 

2.1 Classic early literature 

 

Already in 1798, Kant described the limits of different sense experiences as 

part of his general interest in the human capacity to understand and gain 

knowledge, Erkenntnisvermögen (Kant 2000). The French lawyer and 

politician Brillat-Savarin is considered one of the founding fathers of 

gastronomic writing (Mennell 2005: 240). The great gourmand lay down his 

experiences and experiments in his Physiologie du goût in1825. Early works 

in sociology include Veblen. In 1899, his influential idea of conspicuous 

consumption depicted food choice as a means of publically displaying social 

power and prestige. Furthermore, Simmel claimed in 1910 that a meal is 

worthy of sociological enquiry:  

 
because the shared meal elevates an event of physiological primitiveness and 

inevitable generality into the sphere of social interaction, and hence of supra-

personal significance, it has acquired in some earlier epochs an immense 

social value…      (Simmel [1910] 1997: 131) 
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One “of the lesser deities in the sociological pantheon” (Mennell et al. 1992: 

2) concerned with food was Norbert Elias with his work on table manners 

(1939). Bourdieu’s description of the social stratification of French society 

explaining preferences in food choice (1979) came 6th place as Book of the 

Century (the 20th) by a members’ vote of the International Sociological 

Association. His work is still influential in studies on food discourse in 

present day Western societies: for instance, Johnston and Baumann show that 

exoticism and authenticity in food choice are the current features of 

distinction in gourmet food writing (2007). However, most of the classic 

sociological literature was more concerned with food as a symbol or an 

indicator of something else rather than with food in its own right (Mennell et 

al. 1992: 2, 4-5)2.  

 In contrast, anthropology, which together with sociology represents a 

natural place for food studies, traditionally included the description of 

practices around food preparation and consumption (Counihan & Van Esterik 

1997: 2). Morgan, the so-called “father of anthropology,” was concerned with 

“modes of livelihood” (1877). Cushing, the first participant observer, lived 

with the Zuni of New Mexico for more than four years in the 1880s and also 

described their foodways (1920). Boas published a collection of 

Kwakwaka’wakw recipes (of British Columbia) (1921). Malinowski also 

included the study of food in his ethnographic work (e.g. 1922, 1935). His 

student, Richards, continued the functional approach to the study of food with 

a specific focus on nutrition (1932, 1937, 1939). She is often seen as the main 

representative of functionalism in anthropological food studies (Mennell  et 

al. 1992: 7): “Land, Labour, and Diet in Northern Rhodesia (...) is quite 

simply the best monograph on the anthropology of food ever written” (Mintz 

2000: 174). Mead was one of the first to acknowledge the centrality of food 

for humans (1943). By the 1960s, nutritional anthropology was firmly 

established (Fitzgerald 1977, Freedman 1981, Messer 1984), which was 

“oriented not only toward understanding foodways, but also toward coping 

with malnutrition worldwide” (Anderson 2005: 238).   

 Nevertheless, what may first come to mind with regard to 

anthropological work on food, especially in a volume focusing on its 

connection to language, is Lévi-Strauss’ structuralist approach. Throughout 

his works, Lévi-Strauss draws on analogies between language and culture 

(e.g. 1964 in The raw and the cooked and 1968 in The origins of table 

manners esp. A short treatise on culinary anthropology in his 

Mythologiques).  

  

                                                 
2 Warde and Hetherington point out that even in Mennell’s et al. literature survey for The 

Sociology of Food (1992) mainly anthropological and historical work is cited (1994: 758).  
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Thus we can hope to discover how, in any particular society, cooking is a 

language through which that society unconsciously reveals its structure, 

unless – just as unconsciously – it resigns itself to using the medium to 

express its contradictions.     ([1968] 1979: 495) 

 

In the culinary triangle (1965), he compares cooking and phonology by 

devising binary oppositions such as culture versus nature and elaborated 

versus unelaborated in parallel to Jakobson’s phonemic triangles (1963)3. 

This analogy has shortcomings on many levels and lacks empirical support 

(cf. also his revised formulation in 1968). As Shankman writes:  

 
Lévi-Strauss’ exclusive focus on the roasted and boiled has been spoiled by 

the natives who have discovered a veritable smorgasbord of ways of 

preparing people.                (1969: 61)4   

 

Still, the merit of Lévi-Strauss’ work lies in stressing that food has a meaning 

and a symbolic value. Structuralist work in the realm of food studies has been 

continued, most notably by Douglas (1966 on Jewish dietary prohibitions, 

1972 and 1974 (together with Nicod) on the constitution of a British meal). 

She shows that meals are ordered, throughout the year, the week and the day, 

each finding its significance in the ordered patterns through the omission or 

the addition of different food items:  

 
The meaning of a meal is found in a system of repeated analogies. Each meal 

carries something of the meaning of the other meals; each meal is a 

structured social event which structures others in its own image. (Douglas 

1972: 69, cf. de Saussure’s valeur)  

 

She grounds Jewish dietary laws in symbolism (cf. also Barthes below), 

which is rejected by functional approaches (Harris 1987). 

 In philosophy, Barthes’ semiotic work on food symbolism, the 

preference people have for different food items, also had a structuralist 

influence on the research of food (1957, 1961): By eating the ‘right’ food 

people can accumulate symbolic capital and demonstrate their social status. 

Barthes also inspired cross-cultural work: for instance, the decadence or 

gourmand eating of Ancient Rome was compared to that of the United States, 

finding that the semiological systems  

  

                                                 
3 For a molecular gastronomist referring to classic anthropological literature in his 

understanding of modern cuisine, cf. Roosth 2013.  
4 With regard to this volume, Shankman also cautions: “The defects in Lévi-Strauss’ theory 

that lead to his failure in prediction do not require the abandonment of a search for parallels 

between language and cooking or the examination of the relationship of cooking to social 

structure, but they do at least remind us to be cautious.” (1968: 65) 
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are quite different (Edmunds 1980). Generally, however, in philosophy, food 

has long not been considered a proper subject for inquiry (Curtin & Heldke 

1992: XIII, also ‘taste’, Korsmeyer 1999: 1f.).  

 In contrast, history has a long tradition in food studies. The French 

Annales school set out to study the entirety of the human experience. In 

France, food was then an obvious choice of study considering the Annales 

school’s emphasis on enduring patterns (Braudel et al. 1961, 1979, Forster & 

Ranum 1979, cf. Pilcher 2012 for an overview). This work is still continued: 

Gabaccia studied the making of a Creole cuisine in America (1998), or more 

generally, Levenstein eating in America (2003). The meal as a form of 

representation has been studied interdisciplinarily in historical perspective 

(Kolmer & Rohr 2000). Culinary histories were written (Flandrin et al. 1999): 

Parasecoli and Scholliers offer a historical tour from 800 BC until 2000 AD 

in their 6 volume edition (2012). (National) identity and food continue to be 

a topic in history (Scholliers 2001) and, in general, in the humanities and the 

social sciences concerned with food (for a recent overview, cf. Campanini et 

al. 2011, see also many of the works below). Thus Brillat-Savarin’s statement 

continues to be elaborated, the question being which type of foodstuff 

indicates which type(s) of identity(/ies) in how strong a fashion and in which 

type of interplay with other cultural artifacts or other semiotic systems 

(clothes, language, religion, …) Food items are not endowed with equal 

significance for identity construction. Often, we eat or witness others eating 

without assigning any social significance to this act (Warde 1997). 

Consequently, Brillat-Savarin’s simplistic statement has been questioned, 

“Are we what we eat?” (Belasco 2008: 15) or “If we are what we eat, who are 

we?” (Gabaccia 1998: 9), and reformulated, “We are what we ate” (Belasco 

2008: 32) or “We are where we eat” (Bell & Valentine 1997: ii), “You eat 

what you are” (Willetts & Keane 1995: 43) or “Why we eat what we eat” 

(Capaldi 1996). 

 

2.2 Second half of the 20th Century till today  

 

Since the 1980s, work on food has flourished in many disciplines. In 

anthropology, Farb and Armelagos delimited the field (1980). Goody’s study 

of West Africa (labeled comparative sociology) criticizes structuralist 

accounts and focuses on changes in culinary practices (1982). In the same 

vein, Mennell offers a developmental perspective on Britain and France 

(1985), or Mintz concentrates on one product, sugar, and discusses its history 

and meaning for the working classes in Europe (1985). Concurrently, 

sociologists continued their work in the field of food studies (Murcott 1982, 

1983 and Kerr et al. 1986 on women in Britain). Fischler’s work (1990) has 

been seen as the end-point of structuralist dominance in France (Menell et al. 

1992: 13, more recently Fischler & Masson 2008 in cross-cultural 

perspective).  
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The growing interest of sociology since the 1980s is not only based on the 

increasing awareness of world hunger (cf. McIntosh 1996 below), of eating 

disorders in some societies, and the professionalization in nutrition, but also 

a rising concern with a ‘sociology of culture’ which allows the study of trivial 

matters such as food (Menell et al. 1992: 5). For instance, the role of 

waitresses (Paules 1991) or the ‘I am so fat’ discourse in the US has been 

studied, albeit anthropologically (Nichter 2000). A connection has been 

drawn between food and morality, especially with regard to body size (Lupton 

1996). In Britain a major research program was started The Nation’s diet 

(Murcott 1998, Kaplan 1997, for Britain, cf. also Warde & Martens 2000 on 

eating out). Besides increased government funding, the ‘obesity epedemic’ 

and the neoliberal impact on food supply have led to the growing interest by 

sociologists (McMillan & Coveney 2010). Since The Sociology of Food: 

Eating, Diet and Culture (Mennell et al. 1992), the explanatory value of 

classic social variables like class, gender and age have been questioned with 

regard to food and identity (Sneijder & te Molder 2006: 113). Moving away 

from cultural concerns, for example McIntosh puts the emphasis on nutrition, 

in the light of world hunger stressing again that food is not only meaning, but 

in the first place sustenance (1996). The nature of food and nutrition as social 

problems has been emphasized (Maurer & Sobal 1995), again including body 

size (Sobal & Maurer 1999a, Sobal & Maurer 1999b). By choosing the title 

Appetites and identities for An introduction to the social anthropology of 

Western Europe (Delamont 1995), the author claims the central importance 

of food in anthropology (cf. Counihan & van Esterik 2008 or Mintz & Du 

Bois 2002 for recent overviews on food and culture, Menell et al. 1992, 

Beardsworth & Keil 1997 for an overview on sociological work, Delaney 

2011 and Koç et al. 2012 for textbooks). 

 Another discipline to consider is psychology (for general 

introductions in the field of food, cf. Logue 1991, Lyman 1989). After the 

behavioristic and mechanistic phase where hunger was seen or searched as 

the stimulus for food intake, psychology considered learning and experience 

as important factors in the study of eating behavior (Capaldi 1996). Feeding 

represents the very first step in a human’s relationship to food (Capaldi & 

Powley 1990). Social psychology examines factors influencing food choice 

and food preferences such as stress or food commercials (Conner & Armitage 

2002). In the framework of the theory of planned behavior (Ajzen 1991), 

attitudes toward food were measured (cf. Wiggins 2001 for an overview) with 

the help of questionnaires or rating scales. Mainly, psychology relies on 

survey or laboratory studies concentrating on taste and smell, food 

preferences and attitudes (Smith 2002, cf. discursive psychology below 

though, cf. Rappoport 2003 for a popularly written introduction to the 

psychology of food).  

 To continue with more text-based studies such as American or other 

literary/cultural studies or philology, Brown published a seminal work on the 

symbolic  
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use of food in nineteenth century French literature (1984, also Appelbaum 

2006 for early modern literature, Van Gelder 2000 for Classical Arabic 

literature). In her groundbreaking article, Leonardi describes how recipes are 

framed in the Joy of Cooking and how recipes serve as embedded narratives 

in literary texts (1989). Topics are diverse and cannot be subsumed under a 

single heading here: Belasco focuses on the 1960s in the US (1989), Bordo 

on the female body and eating (1993), or Mannur (2010) on food in the South 

Asian diaspora (cf. also the indologist Doniger 1999, Döring et al. 2003 on 

the poetics and politics of food, Scapp and Seitz 1998 or Ashley et al. 2004 

with a focus on cultural studies including a chapter on food writing, Skubal 

2002 with a psychoanalytic approach to orality in literature, or Rosenblum 

2010 on early rabbinic Judaism, also Fellner this volume). The importance of 

space and place in food consumption has been stressed in cultural studies by 

geographers (Bell & Valentine 1997, cf. also ‘foodscapes’ below). In 

communication or media studies, the role of the television has often been in 

focus (Kaufman 1980, Dickinson 2005). Furthermore, the meaning of food in 

film (e.g. Ferry 2003, Keller 2006) or, generally, in popular culture 

(Parasecoli 2008) has been studied intensively. 

 Since activities including food have often been shown to be gendered 

(cf. also above), gender studies have recognized the importance of studying 

food production and consumption (Avakian & Haber 2005, cf. also Fuller et 

al., this volume). At the same time, the recognition of food as an important 

subject by feminism and women’s studies has also been one of the causes for 

the wealth of publications about food in the last decades (Counihan & Van 

Esterik 2008: 1-2). For instance, Cline offers a feminist account based on self-

reflexive interviews (1990), DeVault concentrates on women feeding the 

family (1991), or Croegaert is concerned with coffee drinking as a practice of 

Bosnian women in the U.S. (2011, cf. Counihan & Kaplan 1998 for an 

overview, Counihan 1999 on Italy and the US, 2004 on Florence, Italy, Inness 

2001a on the US in the 20th century). Furthermore, gender and ethnicity often 

pattern with food such as in Building houses out of chicken legs: Black 

women, food, and power (Williams-Forson 2006). In critical theory, feminism 

and vegetarianism have been linked to dismantle the connections between 

meat eating and male dominance (Adams 1990). In an interesting study, 

Deutsch describes how firemen cope with being primary providers of food in 

their fire house by resorting to different versions of masculinity (Deutsch 

2005, 2004, for boy scouts cooking, cf. Mechling 2005).  

 Other fields working at the intersection of food and language include 

economics or marketing, such as when testing consumer responses to brand 

names (Yorkston et al. 2004 for phonetics, Pantli 2009 for linguistics and 

consumer research). Furthermore, enology is an obvious field with regard to 

the vocabulary of wine-tasting (Gawel 1997, Lehrer 2009 with a linguistic 

inquiry). It has been  
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shown, for instance, that visual information (color) overrules olfactory 

perception when wine is described (Morrot et al. 2001). Archaeology has 

been concerned with the reconstruction of feasts (Dietler & Hayden 2001) or 

household consumption through the study of pottery (Bray 2003), human 

excrements, cooking sites or texts (Gosden & Hather 1999, Twiss 2007). 

Food preferences have been researched by linking archaeological studies to 

texts (Smith 2006). In addition, the imprint of food on architecture has been 

studied (Franck 2003, Horwitz & Singley 2006). There has been an increasing 

interest in material culture and objects (Miller & Deutsch 2010). The many 

disciplines concerned with physiological or biological questions such as 

medicine or nutrition studies, agriculture or home economics have largely 

been disregarded here. However, most works, also for instance, the popular 

books by Nestle, a nutritionist, on food politics and food movements (2010, 

2013, Nestle & Nesheim 2012) illustrate that disciplinary boundaries are not 

clear-cut (cf. for instance Coveney 2006 who works in the field of Public 

Health at a School of Medicine in a Foucauldian framework on nutrition and 

morals).   

 This sketchy tour strongly manifests the interdisciplinary nature of the 

study of food. Different disciplines need to provide answers from their 

perspectives to describe and analyze the functions and values of food in the 

lives of humans (cf. the multidisciplinary volumes by Fürst et al. 1991, 

Wiessner & Schiefenhövel 1996, Griffiths & Wallace 1998, Scholliers 2001, 

Bower 2004, Lien & Nerlich 2004, Nestle 2013 or the Encyclopedia of Food 

and Culture Katz & Weaver 2002). Food studies is now a discipline with 

journals such as Food and Foodways, Gastronomica, Appetite, Anthropology 

of Food, Petits Propos Culinaires, Food and History, or Food, Culture & 

Society5 using methodologies from various traditions, both quantitative and 

qualitative (Miller & Deutsch 2009, cf. also the annual Oxford Symposium 

on Food and Cookery, e.g. Walker 2003). Current topics include the notions 

of foodscapes (e.g. Cummins & Macintyre 2002, Yasmeen 2006), food porn 

(McBride 2010, Wong 1993), trash food (Plotnicov 2008), food voice 

(Hauck-Lawson 2004), foodies and gourmets (Johnston & Baumann 2010), 

food safety (Blay-Palmer 2008, Nestle 2010), the ethics of food choice 

(Singer & Mason 2006, Lemke 2007, Barlett 2011), the globalization of food 

(Inglis & Gimlin 2009, Watson & Caldwell 2005), and the agrofood system 

(Wright & Middendorf 2008). The next section will concentrate on those 

studies which focus on language.   

 

 

  

                                                 
5 The British Food Journal however (now an interdisciplinary research journal) started 

publishing in 1899: “It is necessary that the power of the press should be brought to bear in 

order that a check may be established on adulteration and fraudulent trading which shall be 

thoroughly effective, and capable of application to immediate public needs.” (1899: 1) 
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3. Food and language – an overview   

 

 

With such a wealth of studies it seems questionable to edit yet another book 

on food. However, when it comes to the relation between language and food, 

there does not seem to be any publication fathoming the work at this 

intersection. Linguistic anthropology seems one obvious field to consider 

with regard to the relation between language and food. However, a special 

issue of the Journal of linguistic anthropology (Duranti 1999) on 

contemporary research in the field encompasses entries on a plethora of 

subjects as diverse as agency, body, color, deaf, dreams, gesture, healing, 

humor, music, plagiarism, prayer, repetition, signing, theater, translation, or 

vision (to name a random selection) from renowned scholars. Although 

contributors not only from linguistic anthropology, but also from “folklore, 

linguistics, philosophy of language, psychology, sociology, 

ethnomusicology, conversation analysis, biological anthropology, and 

medical anthropology” (Duranti 1999:4) contributed, food is only mentioned 

in passing in four of the articles (in brain, category, iconicity and 

socialization). Such an encyclopedic publication will necessarily not be able 

to cover the entirety of the field. However, with regard to the centrality of 

food to human kind, both as a biological necessity as well as a meaningful 

cultural act, this is astounding. From the opposite perspective, the 

encyclopedic 990 page small print large size Oxford Companion to Food lists 

entries under poetry and food, television and food, gender/sex and food, or 

gardening and food, but language is not a key term.  

 One edited volume in linguistics, however, does focus on the study of 

food: Lavric and Konzett’s Food and Language: Sprache und Essen (2009). 

Just like this volume, it offers a range of papers on different discourses of 

food and drinking. Furthermore, there is also a linguistic blog on The 

language of food (Jurafsky 2011, for food blogs, cf. also Diemer & Frobenius, 

this volume). Still, no attempt has been made to bring together research at the 

intersection of language and food in an overview. This will be the aim in the 

remainder of this introduction. 

 When two of the most important factors in the life of humans are 

discussed, it is only natural that many scientific disciplines have important 

contributions to make. However, a single edited volume cannot do justice to 

all of these different fields, even if purely for reasons of space. In addition, I 

will not be able to do justice to all of these different fields because of my 

academic and general biography. There will certainly be a strong bias to the 

English language and English language publications because of my 

affiliation. Also, German publications were easily accessible. A certain 

blindness to some results and subjectivity is unavoidable. Hence, what may 

seem less central to me will probably represent core matters to others.  
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 Besides limitation and selection, the writing of this chapter has also 

been accompanied by the difficulty of finding a system for classifying the 

various earlier works on the topic. While it is often straightforward to discuss 

scholarly strands in their chronological order, i.e. different research traditions 

and their development, this may not always be profitable in this case. Some 

works are quite independent from the perspective of the connection between 

language and food since they themselves stand in a tradition with either no 

relation to language or to food, or to both. Still, these works in themselves 

may make a contribution at this intersection, for instance, because of the data 

used. Sometimes a focus on one specific researcher may be the best choice if 

this person has been influential in the field and their work quite independent. 

Also, a classification based on the different types of data used, such as 

discourse genres (recipes, TV shows on cooking), focus group discussions, or 

participant observation (Ross 1995) could help illuminate the different 

findings in a telling way. However, this may separate different contributions 

which may best be discussed adjacently. Some strands such as the important 

contributions based on family dinner talk may also seem in between: although 

family dinner talk research will probably not be thought of as a field or 

subdiscipline of linguistics, anthropology or psychology, many of these 

works can also not be said to be merely based on a superficial incidental 

identicalness of data type. On the contrary, most of this work is intricately 

interwoven and builds on the same premises and beliefs. Finally, food itself 

could be used as a structuring principle: for instance, research on food 

preparation could be discussed in one section and food consumption in 

another. Research on eating disorders, for instance, would potentially profit 

from being discussed in one place, regardless of methodology or research 

tradition. Faced with these difficulties which made one overarching 

structuring principle seem counter-productive, this chapter will classify 

previous research according to different frames which will hopefully become 

clear in the course of the individual subsections. 

 This introduction has been written from the perspective of linguistics, 

the assumption being that readers will have a general knowledge of the field. 

For this reason, it opened with an introduction to the interdisciplinary study 

of food. However, it will not feature an introduction to language studies. To 

strive for comprehensiveness quickly proved presumptuous at this crossroad. 

A list of the research disregarded here would greatly excel the references at 

the end of this volume. With regard to the linguistic portion of language and 

food, however, no specific approach or sub-field was neglected a priori. For 

instance, there will be work from pragmatics, discourse analysis, interactional 

studies, conversation analysis, historical linguistics, lexicology, and cognitive 

linguistics.  

 Turning to the culinary side of this volume, on the other hand, 

important work on food will be disregarded here simply because too many 

disciplines are  
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concerned with human nutrition, physically, biologically, medically, but also 

socially, psychologically or culturally. For obvious reasons, studies 

concerned with the biology or physics of food consumption such as digestion 

or edibility were disregarded. Also, experimental or correlational studies e.g. 

on meal sizes or snacking were disregarded. However, we are interested in 

actual real life practices of eating since these have been shown to be 

intricately interwoven with interactional linguistic practices (cf. Erickson 

1982, Mondada 2009, or the studies by Wiggins and by Laurier).  

 To my regret, also studies using language data or texts as the basis for 

their research had to be disregarded in many cases. To give an impression of 

the wide array of topic, Charles and Kerr interviewed women about their food 

practices (1988, also Warde & Hetherington 1994) and Appadurai describes 

how Indian cookbooks establish a national cuisine (1988) (also, Renne 2007 

on West African food products sold in the US, Johnston et al. 2009 on the 

websites of organic food companies incorporating ideas of food democracy, 

Dusselier 2001 on candy ads, Klumbtyé 2010 on Soviet sausages in Post-

Soviet Lithuania, Kaufman 1980 on food on television, Dickinson 2005 on 

television reception, also Minuchin et al. 1978 on the interactions of families 

with anorexic daughters, or Mannur 2010 on cookbooks as narratives of 

adaptation (Chapter 6)). For reasons of space, it proved impossible to report 

on all these studies concentrating on discourses surrounding food production 

and consumption unless the language use itself was in focus (rather than the 

content of those discourses). Furthermore, literature looking at the symbolic 

value of food will in the main not be discussed further in this chapter (e.g. 

Douglas 1987 on drinking, Lehrer 1991 with a semiotic account of food and 

drink, Counihan 1999 on gender and power). Finally, also methodological 

issues emerged. For instance, the food-centered life histories giving a voice 

to women by Counihan (2004) are an example of a study in which the 

anthropologist translated and edited her subjects’ spoken narratives by  

 
eliminating repetition; deleting unnecessary expressions like “I don’t know,” 

... and sometimes changing the order of sentences... to construct a more 

logical progression of ideas. (Counihan 2004: 3)  

 

This tempering, however, makes her contribution questionable with regard to 

linguistics or narrative studies since, in that way, her data do not represent 

authentic language use from Florence.  

 

3.1 Comparative linguistics 

 

In line with the development of linguistics, comparative studies will open this 

chapter. Languages reflect the needs and behavior of their speakers. Since 

eating  
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is a biological necessity, every language will invariably contain food 

terminology. Furthermore, in a given region, cultures depend on the same 

food items for climatic and historical reasons: some plants are endemic; 

others are brought to places at a certain point in time following historical 

events. For this reason, in historical comparative linguistics, especially for 

prehistoric studies, a comparison of cognates for food items has been shown 

to be fruitful. For instance, in 1926, Childe, linking archaeology and 

philology for the study of Indo-European, notes e.g. the common word for 

laks ‘salmon’ across the Indo-European languages (1926: 82-85 on Indo-

European food terms). Buck’s dictionary of Indo-European synonyms 

includes a list of food related words (1949: 326ff.), which, he suggests, allow 

tracing the history of ideas (1949: v). Roughly at the same point in time, 

Swadesh proposed a list of basic vocabulary for cross-linguistic comparison 

to discuss Salish internal relationships, which also includes items such as to 

eat or meat (1950). Finally, the recent Intercontinental Dictionary Series 

(IDS) (Key & Comrie 2012, modeled on Buck 1949), which has been 

compiled to allow comparison across continents, has one section on food, 

kitchen utensils and ways of eating (Chapter 5).  

 The evolution of dishes has been likened to the evolution of languages 

(Whitfield 2005): Similar dishes may indicate cultural contact or common 

ancestry; such is the case with similar words or grammatical structures. 

Hence, borrowings of words denoting food items can be seen as proof of 

cultural contact, such as Russian loans in Alascan Eskimo (Anttila 1972:162). 

More recently, for instance Fowler (1994) and Hill (2001a) studied food terms 

and food distribution for the classification of Uto-Aztecan, or Adelaar 

discussed the name of the sweet potato, which has been considered a cognate 

in Polynesian and Quechua supporting a common genetic origin, a suggestion 

Adelaar ultimately rejects (1998, cf. also Lavric & Konzett 2009, Section II, 

on food names and language contact in and around Croatia). 

 From the opposite perspective, linguistic studies of traditional local 

names of fruits can help explain the domestication of plants. “A cultivated 

plant often migrates with its name, and when this plant is culturally 

innovative, its name is often retained in the receiving language.” (Perrier et 

al. 2011: 5) For instance, the dating of the bean in Mesoamerica has been 

challenged by linguistic data (Brown 2006). Hence, disciplines like botany or 

archaeology can profit from linguistic enquiry in that way.  

 Generally, a link has been drawn between the history of a language 

and the subsistence mode of their people: Hunter-gatherer or forager societies 

have been linked to a single, mutually intelligible language with regional 

dialect variation (Hill 1978). Such a dialect continuum is maintained through 

intermarriage (incest taboo) and the support between different local groups in 

times of scarcity so that a  
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long-distance area network of communication and mutual support is created 

which does not presuppose face-to-face interaction between its members 

(Kosse 1990). In anthropological dialectology, migration is only one possible 

mechanism to account for the spread of language features (Hill 2001b). The 

assumption is that language variability allows people to lay claims on natural 

resources. If you believe you own a resource, your language reflects this 

ownership with the help of dialect features (Hill 2001b: 261): If you speak in 

a certain way, you belong and have a right. On the other hand, in a distributed 

strategy, sociolinguistic variables are spread since speakers incorporate 

features from other dialects (Hill 2001b: 261). Hence a link is drawn between 

food and linguistic variation. In the farming/language dispersal hypothesis 

(Bellwood & Renfrew 2002), the reach of the world’s most wide-spread 

language families such as Indo-European or Bantu is linked to the shift from 

forage to agriculture (cf. also Ross 2006). The many linguistic, archaeological 

and biological arguments pertaining to different regions of the world cannot 

be reported here (cf. for instance Bellwood 2011 for a recent publication on 

the pacific region).6  

 

3.2 Morphology and word formation 

 

The most important word formation processes with regard to the 

denomination of food items are borrowing, compounding (including 

toponyms) and eponyms. Language histories such as the Cambridge history 

of the English language are a fine source to study the borrowing of food 

terminology. For instance, in English, the first non-Germanic food terms were 

already introduced before the Anglo-Saxons even migrated to England. Out 

of the estimated 170 borrowings from Latin during the continental period 

when Germanic tribes mingled with the Roman army roughly 20% denote 

food items and another 30% plants and animals (most of which may also be 

eaten) (Kastovsky 1992: 302). Two examples from that period, butter and 

cheese, can be seen as representatives here for the wealth of borrowings in 

different situations of language contact described in general language 

histories. In addition, major dictionaries which include etymological 

information such as the Oxford English Dictionary (OED) are important 

sources to consider when studying word formation processes with regard to 

food items.7 While some more  

  

                                                 
6 For the evolution of Language (not languages) and the role of food in this process, cf. 

Parker (1985), who links shared references to food hidden from competitors and human 

Language in a social-technological model. 
7 Many mid-twentieth century articles on the etymology of certain food terms, e.g. the 

Portuguese iguaria ‘tasty food’, ‘dainty dish’ (Malkiel 1944, Spitzer 1945, Spitzer 1946), 

do not reflect on their nature as food terms per se. For this reason, they will generally not be 

reported here. 
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recently spread words like camembert (first attested in English in 1878 

according to the OED) or spaghetti (1845) still index their (sometimes 

supposed) place of origin, older international food terms such as maize (1544) 

from Taino are less transparent. 

 Turning to studies dealing explicitly with denominations for food 

items (cf. also popular books on the etymology of food terms such as Morton 

2000 or Jacobs 1995, for winemaking terminology Nedlinko 2006), it soon 

becomes apparent that borrowings often spread internationally, an example 

being coffee (cf. Puttaswamy 2009 for curry). The words wander around the 

globe together with the food items. Often borrowed words take on local 

phonetic and graphic conventions so that German compounds like 

Kaffeeklatsch or Kaffeekränzchen (‘an informal get-together in the afternoon 

with coffee and cake, the kind of talk found there, or groups of people who 

(would) do this’) can represent a prototypical German pastime. The Arabic 

origin both of the word qahwah and the bean is usually not present in the 

minds of German speakers. These borrowings are also often integrated into 

the morphological system: for English, e.g. pizza (sg.) to pizzas (pl.) instead 

of pizze (Italian) (cf. also Metcalf & Doviak 1981 on pizza and pie as 

synonyms) or schnitzel (sg.) to schnitzels (pl.) instead of Schnitzel (German, 

sg. and pl.) (Mühleisen 2003: 83). Furthermore, since the morphology of the 

source language is not always transparent, this has also led to re-

interpretations like in the famous case of the burger. Hamburger is 

etymologically a derivation of Hamburg (the German city) plus -er suffix 

which was then reanalyzed as ham ‘type of meat’ plus burger ‘type of 

sandwich’ (Williams 1939). The reinterpretation of burger as a free 

morpheme then led to a number of new compounds such as cheese burger 

which have found continuous interest. For instance, in the journal American 

Speech only, in 1968, already 17 publications about burger had appeared, 

some by eminent linguists like Bolinger (Soudek 1968).  

 As far as language for special purposes or the cooking register is 

concerned, professional cooks all over the world still use loanwords from 

French, e.g. to differentiate between different types of cooks such as saucier 

or very specific kinds of intermediate products like demiglace (Riley-Köhn 

1999: 395). One strategy to upgrade food is the use of (sometimes invented) 

original denominations (cf. also Serwe et al., this volume). For instance, 

escargot sounds more sophisticated than snails, or chop-suey, a derivation 

from a Cantonese dialect meaning ‘mixed pieces’, is an American innovation, 

similar to Mulligatawny soup (not Indian, but English) or Döner (not Turkish, 

but German). One example that has recently attracted attention is Chicken 

Tikka Masala, which the British Foreign Secretary Robin Cook hailed "a true 

British national dish" (Buettner 2008). False references to other places (e.g. 

zuppa inglese originating from Ferrara, Italy) may simply indicate the use of 

one specific ingredient (see above) or a visual analogy (e.g. the  
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Italian Messicano which resemble Mexican taco). They may also be used to 

index exoticism (Giani 2009: 50), or the basis may simply be an error (e.g. 

the Jerusalem artichoke) (Giani 2009: 52). Because of this abundance of 

borrowings, knowledge of culinary terminology from French, Italian, 

Spanish, Chinese, Japanese, Hindi, or Thai may be required to read an 

American menu nowadays (Lakoff 2006). Lakoff advocates that the 

proliferation of new terms for food in the U.S. over the last quarter century 

indexes the rising significance assigned to food as a marker of identity (2006: 

150, cf. also below). 

 Besides borrowing, another common word formation process used for 

food terminology is compounding with toponyms, as in some of the examples 

above (cf. Giani 2009 on ‘geo-food names’ in eight Germanic and Romance 

langauges). The locality then stands metonymically for a certain spice or 

ingredient: Pizza Hawaii, for instance, indicates the use of pineapple or Lamb 

Provencal garlic and certain spices. Conversely, Mühleisen argues that the 

spice or ingredient in the dish metonymically indicates far-away places to 

exoticize food (2003: 80). She points out that it is not necessarily the original 

ingredients or original taste that transports authenticity, but the name itself 

(2003: 82, for genuineness in such naming practices cf. also Riley 1996). In 

noun-noun compounds including food terms and place names, there is a bias 

to interpret these as meaning ‘originates in’ rather than ‘recipe from’ or even 

less frequent, ‘reminds of’ (Zlatev et al. 2010). Often, geo-food names are 

only used outside of the place of origin (Giani 2009: 47). In community 

cookbooks with which local charities raise money, names like Spanish 

noodles or El Paso beans are used to gain authority and trust for the recipes 

by non-professional cooks (Tomlinson 1986: 206). Note that quite a number 

of names for foods denoting origin by the use of geographical indications, be 

it Roquefort (a borrowing in English) or Asiago cheese (a compound with a 

toponym), may be protected under different trade laws so that for instance 

sparkling wine cannot be called Champagne in commerce unless it comes 

from that very region.   

 Benczes draws attention to the short lived American neologism 

freedom fries with its double metonymy with fries, the older part found 

already in French fries, being METHOD OF PRODUCTION FOR 

PRODUCT and freedom as DEFINING PROPERTY FOR CATEGORY, 

where the category is the U.S. (2006: 6-7). A number of similar examples are 

cited: sauerkraut to liberty cabbage in similar hyperbolic fashion, French 

loaves to Kiwi loaves in New Zealand, when the French tested nuclear 

weapons in the Pacific, or Danish pastries were substituted by Roses of the 

Prophet Muhammad in Iran after the cartoon controversy (Benczes 2006: FN 

4). That denominations for food are often the target of such political thrusts 

is not accidental since the origin or supposed origin of food is often 

transparent through the terms used, such as in the cases above, through 

compounds with a premodifying adjective denoting the country of origin or  
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through borrowing the word used from the language of the country of origin 

(for food and politics, cf. also Orwenjo 2009 for the use of proverbs, also on 

food, in political campaigns in Africa).  

 Food can be brought to countries and their languages (for European 

terms for maize, cf. Franconie 2000, also potato and turkey), but languages 

can also be brought to new countries and their food. In colonial encounters, 

the newly discovered plants are often likened to prototypical fruit, such as, in 

Europe, the apple: alligator apple or cashew apple are examples from 

Caribbean English with malus, the European apple, then called English apple 

(Mühleisen 2003: 74). Hence, compounding and meaning extension are 

frequent strategies to name unknown plants. However, the Caribbean with its 

diversity of cultural origins also exemplifies narrowing of meaning; such is 

the case with Musaceae, the banana family of plants, which splits into 

bananas (a borrowing from Bantu/Wolof via Portuguese, English, French), 

plantain (from Spanish plátano), and figs (elliptical for figo da India via Indo-

Portuguese and French-related Creoles) (Mühleisen 2003: 76, Blank 1997). 

 Regarding words for dishes, a common practice is to name them after 

a person. One of the least transparent eponyms is probably sandwich meaning 

‘slices of bread with fillings’ with the surname being for the most part 

unknown. Other examples include Chateaubriand (a beef dish named after 

the French author) or carpaccio (cold cut beef after the Italian painter). While, 

for instance, Chateaubriand maintains its capital letter (according to the 

OED), the others have lost this sign of their origin. Eponymic dishes are 

usually created by famous chefs to honor a certain person (Mühleisen 2003: 

80) (cf. also the section on cook books and the section on restaurant menus 

for naming practices for dishes).  

 The Journal of recreational linguistics published an article about 

word formation in food terminology (Smith 1986), an indication that the study 

of food-related language use is often seen as trivial (cf. also the jocular pieces 

in American Speech). Smith notes that food terms on hand-written signs, 

employee-typed menus and local advertising flyers have often lost the past 

participle suffix -ed (canned food to can food or iced tea to ice tea, historically 

also roast beef from roasted beef or hash brown potatoes from hashed 

browned potatoes) indicating a preparation/production method and the 

adverb suffix -ly in premodifying position in adjective phrases (lightly 

battered fish to light battered fish) (Smith 1986). Many small scale studies or 

research notes exist about specific words for food and their origin (e.g. Fifield 

1964 on macaroni), specific dishes (and their denomination) (Cohen 1950 on 

the poor boy), or specific word formation processes: In Greek, for instance, 

diminutives are conventionally added to nouns denoting food, drinks, or 

tableware etc. as mitigating devices (Sifianou 1992: 163f). They cannot all be 

reported here, the assumption also being that these findings have entered more 

general reference works like etymological dictionaries or grammars. 
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3.3 Syntax and grammar 

 

With regard to syntax in the sense ‘word order in a sentence’, for two reasons, 

this will be a rather short section in comparison. On the one hand, word order 

does not usually depend on topic choice as strongly as other levels of 

language, such as, most obviously, lexis (cf. below though). Consequently, 

from the outset we will not expect much syntactic variation which can be 

linked to food. However, the ‘field of discourse,’ i.e. “the type of activity 

engaged in through language” (e.g. ‘instructional language’, ‘legal 

documents’ or ‘newspaper headlines’) does correlate with grammar (Quirk et 

al. 1985: 23-4). Hence, when looking at different genres, registers, or text 

types in the context of food production or consumption, specific syntactic 

constructions become important features (cf. Bubel & Spitz, this volume). For 

instance, the recipe has a clear syntactic structure and, also, for this reason, it 

has often been used as a prototypical example of genre. Objects are often left 

out in recipes, a syntactic pattern which has been linked to middle and tough 

constructions (Massam 1987, cf. below though). However, these types of 

conventions are best discussed in their context, i.e. together with the 

accompanying variation on other levels of meaning-generation. Hence, 

syntactic structures depending on situational factors or typical of genre 

conventions will be discussed in the sections below dealing with different 

types of language use. Turning to grammar in the sense ‘syntax and 

morphology’, the latter has been treated in the section on word formation 

above.  

 Moving to grammatical frameworks, some approaches such as 

construction grammar, cognitive linguistics, pattern grammar or research in 

corpus linguistics stress the inseparable nature of syntax and lexis. Both are 

interrelated and, hence, words also determine syntactic choices. As seen 

above, there are a number of words closely associated with the domain of 

food. Verbs typically denote ways of eating or food preparation, and nouns 

often represent different food items (dishes, ingredients) or kitchen utensils. 

For instance, the verb ‘to eat’, the unmarked member of the class of verbs 

denoting food consumption in English, is transitive since one necessarily eats 

something, namely food. Eat and drink are often seen as some of the most 

prototypical members of the class of transitive verbs (Næss 2009, 2011). 

However, sentences such as Mike ate are also possible (Levin 1993). 

Crosslinguistic comparison indicates that these verbs show some features of 

intransitive verbs. This seems possible since verbs of indigestion, but also 

verbs of food preparation (e.g. bake), are “understood to have as object 

something that qualifies as a typical object of the verb” (Levin 1993: 33). In 

other words, the object can get deleted because of its obviousness in the 

process of food consumption or production. Furthermore, these verbs have an 

“affected agent participant” (Næss 2009: 27) (the food), which means “the 

participants [are not] maximally semantically distinct in  
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terms of the roles they play in the event,” (Næss 2009: 27) another indication 

that eat is not the most prototypical member of the class of transitive verbs. 

 

3.4 Words and meaning 

 

Not many of the following works would be classified as stemming from the 

subfield of linguistics called semantics. However, all of this research is 

concerned with words belonging to the realm of food and their meanings in 

the widest possible sense. For instance, Lehrer (1972) compared words for 

cooking in different languages to test the postulated universal claim of Lévi-

Strauss’ Culinary triangle (1965). This section will include work in 

lexicography, anthropology, cognitive linguistics, or ethnobotany, to name a 

few. With regard to words from the domain of eating, one should again note 

that any major general language dictionary such as the Oxford Dictionary of 

English (OED) can be used as a treasure trove to study the meaning (and 

etymology) of food terms.8 

 Early work on food in linguistics is often lexicological and consists of 

lists of vocabulary mainly capturing specific jargons in the field.9 In 1959, 

Shulman lists American English names of dishes which were currently not 

included in major dictionaries, and their sources. There is early lexicological 

work on the expressions used in different restaurants or bars. In 1943, Bailey 

listed terms used by waiters or waitresses in East Texas and western Louisiana 

(cf. also Morrison 1952 on Gainesville, Florida) and Jones lists calls used in 

the ordering process in a specific café in Kansas (1967). The dialectal 

distribution of sauce meaning ‘canned fruit’ is studied (Shuy 1966). Cason 

ridiculed the use of apple sauce or banana oil referring to ‘nonsense’ (1928). 

Jocular pieces seem common such as “Linguistic concoctions of the soda 

jerker” (Bentley 1936) on the etymology and use of expressions peculiar to 

soda fountain-lunch rooms (also Darwin 1978). The idiomatic use of food-

related expressions such as to butter someone up is also the topic of a jocular 

piece in Gastronomica, a magazine straddling glossy food-writing with 

scientific inquiry (Morton 2005, cf. also his other quarterly columns in this 

publication). These articles seem to suggest that food discourse in its 

ordinariness is not always considered worthy of serious scientific enquiry. 

  

                                                 
8 For instance, the articles about food related topics in the Journal of linguistic studies 1(2) 

all use dictionaries as their main resource (Groszler 2008, Holliefield et al. 2008, Perković 

et al. 2008, Perković & Rată 2008, Rată & Perković 2008) (also Becker 1992 on German 

loanwords in, most notably, American English). 
9 

The signs used by Benedictines for communication during their periods of silence have also 

been listed with a focus on food terms (Romeo 1979). 
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 Similar to the well-known work on basic color terms (Berlin & Kay 

1969), the classification of plants and animals in different languages and 

cultures has been studied in cognitive anthropology or ethnobotany (Berlin 

1992, Berlin et al. 1974, Carlson & Maffi 2004). With regard to the 

connection between language and food, this approach asks the very basic 

question what is considered food and which term is used for it (e.g. 

Williamson 1970 for edible plants in the Niger delta). Biologists stress that 

classification into food and non-food is a task vital to all animals, including 

humans (Panchen 1992: 1). However, to give an example from English, a dog 

may be edible, but it is generally not considered food (cf. Leach 1964 in his 

philological essay). Hence the word dog would not appear in an 

ethnoclassification of food items by English speakers. Just like any other part 

of language, these classifications also change through time: Pferd (‘horse’) 

was a traditional part of German food classification used for instance in the 

popular Rheinischer Sauerbraten. However, it is not considered a food item 

any longer by the vast majority of Germans. To give another example, the 

Shipibo added tapir to their diet at one point, probably with the advent of the 

shotgun, which facilitated the killing of larger animals (Behrens 1986). 

Consequently, younger Shipibo mention tapir as a food item, while many 

elderly do not (Behrens 1986: 649). With regard to changes in food habits, 

euphemisms seem to be used in times of scarcity to make unusual food match 

previous concepts of edibility. For instance, mountain chicken is used for 

frogs in Caribbean English or country rabbits for cats during WWII in Europe 

(Mühleisen 2003: 78). Differences in food preferences are often called upon 

to mark the otherness of neighboring cultures by choosing real or imagined 

food choices such as Frogs for the French or Krauts for the Germans as 

denominations for the people (Fischler 1988: 280, cf. also Møller 2010 for 

the use of membership categorization devices in a restaurant setting). In self-

descriptions, American Jews have creatively used rye or whole-wheat, in 

contrast to white (bread), to mark their ethnicity (Modan 2001). Furthermore, 

2nd generation immigrants have been shown to use food preferences as 

markers to distance themselves from recent immigrants of their own ethnicity: 

Is dat dog you’re eating? (Hiramoto 2011)  

 Another finding with regard to the classification of food items is that 

biological categories may not always faithfully represent local schemata. For 

instance, some plants are not recognized as one and the same species 

depending on the season or their use. In the mountains of Castilla-La Mancha 

in Spain, one plant is considered food by the end of winter as pan de pastor, 

but in the summer its stems are collected for broom making under the 

denomination escobas de amargos (Rivera et al. 2007).  In addition, the 

shoots and fruits of one plant may be considered two different food items with 

two different denominations and no relation according to the local people 

(Rivera et al. 2007). Furthermore, what  
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may have one family denomination only in most languages, can have further 

classifications in other languages: For instance, banana is differentiated into 

different types in Caribbean Creoles not only by botanists, but by people in 

general. Pòyò, for instance, is green, when harvested, and destined for 

exportation. The same fruit is called fig or fig-jón when yellow and eaten raw 

(Blank 1997, for other terms used see also above). This research stresses that 

food is not a given, but a cultural construct which can be analyzed by looking 

at language. Different language communities conceptualize the world 

differently, depending on their cultural needs. Our biology or physiology may 

determine what is not edible. What is edible, however, and how we categorize 

food items cannot be identified by the natural sciences. It is not a function of 

the body, but a function of the mind. Hence, the dichotomy nature and culture 

cannot be maintained from this perspective since humans have shaped their 

environment from the very beginning (Carlson & Maffi 2004, Gosden 1999). 

 Turning to one of the most central words from this field, the Maricopa 

(of Scottsdale, Arizona) have two different verbs, one for ‘eating’ in general 

maum and one for ‘consuming something with water’ čakaum (for fruit and 

vegetables) (Frisch 1968). In his componential analysis, Frisch analyzes their 

food taxonomy as consisting of two classes of food items depending on the 

verb used (1968: 19). In reverse fashion, Landar describes different words for 

eating in Navajo depending on what food items can follow (1964, for Tzeltal 

cf. Berlin 1967, for Tojolabal Maya cf. Furbee 1974, or for Jicarilla Apache 

Landar 1976). Lehrer provides a structuralist feature analysis of the field of 

cooking for English (1969). In The Linguistics of Eating and Drinking 

(Newman 2009), a number of cross-linguistic studies reveal different 

syntactical, semantic or cognitive properties for those two verbs (for Dogon 

verbs of eating, cf. also Heath & McPherson 2009). Wierzbicka points out 

that eat and drink are not linguistic universals (in contrast to live and die). 

Accordingly, even though arguably everybody eats and drinks, not everybody 

conceives themselves as beings that eat and drink (2009). These two ideas of 

eating and drinking cannot even be expressed separately in all languages 

(Wierzbicka 2009: 65).10 In a cognitive framework, Szawerna (1997) 

describes different verbs for eating as elaborating the bases of the English 

prototypical member of the class to eat and the Polish prototypical member 

jeść: either personal sphere is highlighted (Have a sandwich!), since the food 

must be close by to be eaten; or the [out]-[in] relation between the container 

(the human being) and the contained (the food), between the trajector and the 

landmark, is emphasized (e.g. to stuff, bold (down));  

  

                                                 
10 For why you can say have a drink, but not have an eat*, see Wierzbicka 1982 in the 

framework of natural semantics. 
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or the domain of disintegration is stressed, namely, that the food undergoes a 

radical change in the process (e.g. to polish (off), to demolish) (1997: 42-43), 

to give some examples from English. Thus eating is a process with three 

different stages: First, the food is close by; then it is located within the eater; 

finally, it is completely assimilated.  

 Reversely, expressions from the domain of eating are often used as 

metaphors: IDEAS ARE FOOD e.g. food for thought, a voracious reader or 

to spoon-feed students (Lakoff & Johnson 1980: 46-47, 147-148). Since food 

here defines ideas (and not vice versa), the food terms used are typically very 

simple. For this reason, “we may have raw facts and half-baked ideas, but 

there are no sautéed, broiled, or poached ideas” (Lakoff & Johnson 1980: 

109). Hence, words from the lexical field food are used to talk about 

something abstract like ideas because they are mundane and concrete. In 

Chinese, also WORDS ARE FOOD (Zing-Schmidt 2008). Furthermore, 

DESIRE IS HUNGER, a metaphor found in different languages, points to the 

embodied nature of metaphorical thinking (Gibbs et al. 2004, cf. also 

SEXUAL DESIRE IS APPETITE Kövecses 2002). Gender studies have 

drawn attention to the metaphor WOMEN ARE DESSERTS e.g. as tarts, but 

also in the embodied form of women jumping out of cakes (Hines 1999). 

 There are also a number of studies focusing on the lexis and semantics 

of different food items or cuisines. Lehrer studied the vocabulary of wine 

from different angles, semantically (based on publications about wine) or 

experimentally with different wine tastings (2009, 1975). Her many findings 

can be subsumed under the general notion that humans (experts and 

laypersons) have difficulties pinpointing taste or aroma with language (cf. 

also Lavric & Konzett 2009, Section III, on wine and taste, cf. also Ankerstein 

& Pereira, this volume). Backhouse offers a thorough description of the 

semantics of taste terms in Japanese (1994). 

 Since food is a commodity, its denominations are also subject to trade 

regulations and laws. In contrast to the research above, which is concerned 

with everyday uses of terms, the following works represent expert knowledge. 

The database LanguaL which lists 35,000 food items from all over the world 

recognizes some general issues in the compilation of multilingual glossaries: 

 
One problem concerning multilingual thesauri is the multiplicity of natural 

languages: corresponding terms of different languages are not always 

semantically equivalent. It was chosen to render LanguaL language-

independent, to be used in the USA and Europe for numeric data banks on 

food composition (nutrients and contaminants), food consumption and 

legislation. Each descriptor is identified by a unique code pointing to 

equivalent terms in different languages. (LanguaL 2012)  

 

Examples of descriptors include (a) product types such as dairy products or 

confectionaries, which are again based on the food classifications of different  
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organizations like the European Community, (b) food sources such as 

animals, plants or chemical food sources, (c) cooking or preservation method, 

or (d) packing medium, to give some examples (LanguaL 2012). The authors 

of an article on data management in this domain write that codes make “these 

systems language independent (but not necessarily culturally independent),” 

(Schlotke et al. 2000: 712) a claim that, unfortunately, is not explained any 

further. Another initiative, the INFOODS classification concerned with 

nutritional information, recognizes differences in regional and other varieties 

of English and maintains that “different scripts and many languages may be 

smaller obstacles than inconsistent terminology of English speakers” 

(Truswell 1991: 19). While different scripts may in the main represent a 

technical problem, it is unclear why the dialectal situation of English is 

foregrounded in this respect. After all, similar variation can be found in other 

languages. The Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations 

offer the AGROVOC thesaurus with more than 40,000 concepts in 22 

languages. That the international exchange of information regarding food 

represents an unsolved problem in food studies and an ongoing debate 

amongst food experts (Schlotke et al. 2000) again points to the fundamental 

nature of food as a cultural construct rather than a chemical, biological 

substance. These difficulties become the more acute in literary translation 

where connotations and identy construction are relevant (cf. Lavric & Konzett 

2009, section VIII, on food in translation). 

 Similarly, words for taste, like sweet or salty, have been shown to be 

culturally dependent and the existence of four (or five) primary tastes 

doubted: 
 

It may be conjectured that, historically, Western scientists took their idea of 

primacy from the predominant labels in their language, themselves probably 

dependent on local cuisine.             (O’Mahony et al. 1986: 171) 
  

Even though there seem to be specific receptors on the tongue for these 

different tastes, as lexical items they are not necessarily present (Goddard 

2001). For instance, in Japanese, the term amai ‘sweet’ can also be used for 

‘bland’ tastes (Backhouse 1994 in Goddard 2001, cf. also Ankerstein & 

Pereira, this volume). Gustatory psychophysicists, psychologists or food 

scientists elicited taste words by actual tasting solutions for example with 

sodium chloride under experimental conditions (e.g. O’Mahony et al. 1980). 

In enological studies, also, the lexicon is investigated by actual wine tasting 

(the original thrust being in the opposite direction, namely to investigate taste 

via its description). One important finding is that our senses do not work 

independently: Hence, based on its odor, a white wine colored red with the 

help of an odorless dye gets assigned the descriptors typically associated with 

red wine (Morrot et al. 2001). Taste and its brother smell are intricately 

interwoven with culture (Korsmeyer 2005). For instance, the Jahai language, but 

also other Austroasiatic languages, has an elaborate system of olfactory terms 

challenging the idea that smell is vestigial in humans (Burenhult & Majid 2011).  
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More cross-cultural studies are called for to account for the relation between 

language, culture and the senses (Majid & Levinson 2011). 

 Finally, focusing on attitudes towards word meaning, it is interesting 

to note that with regard to the discourse surrounding genetic modification 

crop science and food technology (Cook et al.: 2004), scientists discuss word 

choice with regard to denotation rather than connotation. They felt words 

were meaningless unless they could be defined by a semantic feature analysis 

(rather than e.g. prototype theory; Rosch 1977), and context-dependency and 

variableness were not tolerated. For instance, the words natural and unnatural 

were considered evaluative and fuzzy, hence meaningless (Cook et al. 2004: 

443).11 In government documents about GM food and crops (from New 

Zealand), the word sustainable was used with various meanings creating 

ambiguity strategically to include different perspectives that are au fond 

incompatible (Leitch & Davenport 2007, for more on biotechnology, cf. 

below).  

 Words from the domain of food have been researched for their cultural 

and their semantic meaning by scholars and scientists from multiple 

disciplines with a multitude of findings: On the one hand, especially in 

language-studies, such work has often been framed as an entertaining spare-

time endeavor or hobby-horse. On the other hand, the fundamental 

significance of food for human kind, for culture and identity has been 

claimed. In addition, quite practically, its culture and language boundedness 

poses ongoing difficulties for translation and international trade. Food does 

not easily match biological or chemical descriptions, be it with regard to 

words for taste, dishes or even plants.  

 

3.5 Spoken discourse 

 

Food has been talked about before the advent of the first script. In addition, 

the domain food is clearly part of languages with no writing systems. 

Furthermore, communication about food is part of our life before we learn to 

read and write. For these reasons, spoken discourse about food will be 

discussed before the written genres which may come to mind more readily. 

 The first part of this section is a long account on conversations by 

families having dinner together since these studies represent a considerable 

part of the literature at the cross-section between language and food. It is 

important to note that this section clearly has a cultural bias with its focus on 

nuclear families and dinner tables, which should not imply that other cultures 

lack similar concurrences, also with regard to child socialization. 

Schieffelin’s account of the language socialization of Kaluli children (Papua 

New Guinea) (1990) will act as one representative here  

  

                                                 
11 For a discussion about natural and unnatural food, cf. also Knight (2012) on their use in 

low carb diet manuals.  
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for the many works describing similar interplays between actual language use 

and food intake recorded or observed by anthropologists (cf. e.g. Cohen 1961 

for food sharing). For once, there are a number of food taboos for mothers 

and children (but also fathers) that must be followed to ensure the healthy 

birth and upbringing of the children (Schieffelin 1990: 65ff). Furthermore, an 

important part of Kaluli socialization is to teach the sharing and non-sharing 

of food items (and other objects) to maintain social relations (cf. also Keating 

2000 below). This sharing is negotiated through talk and a lot of energy is 

devoted to teach the children the appropriate practices of giving and refusing 

to give (Schieffelin 1990: 136ff.) Another example for the coming-together 

of food and talk besides at dinner tables is narratives at a Native American 

hunting camp told next to the fire under the kitchen tarp: Careful talk about 

pursuing moose (food animals) is used as allegories on interpersonal relations 

(McIlwraith 2008). In sum, when humans gather, food and talk are often 

intertwined for the fulfillment of a variety of human needs such as bonding 

or socialization. 

 

3.5.1 Analyzing dinner talk 

One of the most fruitful fields in the relation between language and food has 

been the analysis of dinner talk based on transcriptions of (video-)taped, 

naturally occurring interactions in families (Blum-Kulka 1997, for recent 

overviews, cf. Laurier & Wiggins 2011, Larson et al. 2006, the table of 

corpora in Pan et al. 1999: 207). Having meals together is a core practice in 

families used by parents to socialize their children into value systems about 

language related and food related behavior, as well as any other aspect of life 

which may come up as a topic (Schieffelin & Ochs 1986). By sharing meals, 

families create opportunity spaces for joint activities (Ochs et al. 1989), be it 

play, prayer or narration. There is a plethora of studies from discursive 

psychologists, conversation analysts, linguists and anthropologists focusing 

on different aspects of dinner talk in a variety of languages and cultures. The 

focus is often on family dinner, even though other constellations may be just 

as meaningful, such as groups of friends having lunch or coffee (Tannen 

1984, Leung 2009, Eriksson 2009, Escalera 2009). Many of the findings 

based on talk at the dinner table are of general interest (e.g. for language 

acquisition cf. Johansen 2010 or for methodological issues concerning the 

relation between interaction and culture Gardner 2012, Schegloff 2005).  

However, only a smaller number of studies deal with the relation between 

food and language specifically since often talk directly related to the setting 

is disregarded:  

 
Excluded from this analysis were turns focused on instrumental dinner talk 

(e.g., “pass the salt, please”), such talk being considered by definition 

“nontopical” and hence subject to a different set of discourse norms for those 

operating for topical talk. (Blum-Kulka 1994: 9, cf. Blum-Kulka 1994: 32-

              33 and below though) 
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These here-and-now anchored themes, which are the most frequent kind of 

talk during mealtimes in both cultures, have not been analyzed in this study. 

              (Aukrust & Snow 1998: 227)  

 

In our case, with food being the topic, it is exactly those turns and those 

discourse norms that would be of interest. As a general background to this 

volume, however, it is important to note the wealth of findings around dinner 

talk indicating that meals facilitate so much more than the biological need for 

an intake of edibles. While some of the following studies rely on the coding 

and quantification of verbal behavior at the dinner table (e.g. Tingley et al. 

1994), work in conversation analysis and discursive psychology analyzes the 

in-situ negotiations of meaning (e.g. the work by Wiggins). The following 

paragraph lists the works mainly in the order of their publication.  

 Quite early, Shultz et al. describe turn-taking patterns and role 

differentiation in the dinner talk of an Italian-American family (1982). By 

coding interactions between different family members during dinner, Lewis 

and Feiring (1982) show that research on socialization ought to study the child 

as a member of a social system, the family, rather than focus on the mother-

child dyad only. Their studies indicate that children are exposed to a number 

of norms which are enacted by the families: “sex and age roles, 

communication rules and manners” (Feiring & Lewis 1987: 387). An analysis 

of narratives at the dinner table (cf. also below) indicates that coherence 

across stories (told predominantly by Italian-American males while having 

dinner) is maintained by continuity of protagonist/narrator and keying, 

displaying family values for the children (Erickson 1988). In a linguistic 

analysis, the employment of positive and negative politeness formula can be 

observed by children (Snow et al. 1990). American-Israeli families allowed 

insight into code-switching and -mixing in a bilingual context (Olshtain & 

Blum-Kulka 1989). The specific politeness strategies in different families 

were also used to further politeness research with regard to directness and 

mitigation (Blum-Kulka 1990). The function of nick-naming has been studied 

in cross-cultural perspective (Blum-Kulka & Katriel 1991). In child 

development studies, the family dinner has been described as a rich site for 

observational data, one important reason being that children can also observe 

their parents’ behavior towards one another (Lewis & Feiring 1992). The 

dinner table provides children with opportunities to listen to stories told by 

adults, to become co-narrators as well as to attempt telling their own stories 

(Ochs et al. 1989, Blum-Kulka et al. 1992). These joint narrative activities are 

also used by families to construct gender asymmetries Father knows best 

(Ochs & Taylor 1992b, 1995) and socialize children into critical thinking 

(Ochs & Taylor 1992c, Ochs et al. 1992). Cultural differences are to be 

expected: While American families like to exchange stories about their day, 

Israelis share narratives about their homes  
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(i.e. close in space), but further away in time: “The proposition unique to the 

Americans seems to be “Let me tell our story”; for the Israelis, it is “Let us 

(all) listen to your (singular) story.” (Blum-Kulka 1993: 397) In contrast to 

Bernstein’s beliefs (1972), explanatory talk, which is used to predict cognitive 

or linguistic learning, is relatively frequent in low-income American families 

during their meals (Beals 1993). Narratives and explanatory talk have about 

equal share with explanations being shorter and more frequent (Beals & Snow 

1994). Again in cross-cultural perspective, Italian families differ from 

American families with regard to the roles of the father, and the mother and 

children concerning the problematization of past events at the dinner table 

(Pontecorvo & Fasulo 1997, in contrast, Ochs & Taylor 1992a, 1992b). 

Children are encultured according to their sex to perform certain duties like 

helping serve or clean (Grieshaber 1997). A cross-cultural study indicates that 

Norwegian middle class families produce more narrative activities (in relation 

to explanatory talk) than their U.S. counterparts (Aukrust & Snow 1998). This 

focus on social norms could also be found in the Swedish families of a cross-

linguistic study including Estonians and Finns (De Geer 2004, cf. also 

Tulviste et al. 2003, Tryggvason 2006 for the concept of ‘the silent Finn’, 

Tryggvason et al. 2002, Tryggvason 2004, for more Nordic cross-linguistic 

comparison). Besides narrative, another genre regularly cultivated by 

American families and transmitted to their children is saying grace (Capps et 

al. 2002, Goodwin 2007: 101ff.). The children’s imperfections in this genre 

can be seen as “evidence of the routine interpenetrations of genres in everyday 

life” (Capps et al. 2002: 54). Bilingual parents teach language rules regarding 

politeness or turn taking which are situated in between the languages they use 

(Blum-Kulka et al. 1993). Mothers of children with Down syndrome use a 

less varied vocabulary and less inner state verbs as well as shorter utterances 

than mothers with non-handicapped children during their dinners (Tingley et 

al. 1994). Since coming together to eat food is considered “making a family,” 

(DeVault 1991: 78) the positioning of the stepmother in these situations can 

give insight into her integration into the family (Dedaić 2001). In the 

framework of discursive psychology, Pontecorvo and Fasulo discuss how an 

Italian family negotiates what would be considered a typical Italian meal in a 

foreign country (Austria) while eating hamburgers (1999). They show how 

the family produces ‘cultural typicality’ in its interaction with regard to their 

different roles e.g. as mother and provider of food and the impact this has on 

child socialization. While deconstructing Italian cuisine, by discussing the 

cultural norms and the daily practices, they concurrently try to live up to this 

idea of typicality (cf. also Miller & Berry 1999). Sterponi uses family dinner 

talk to study account episodes in a conversation analytic framework (2003). 

With regard to food, she discusses the interactional construction of the use of 

salt (by children) as excessive and morally accountable behavior (Sterponi 

2003: 87ff). Paugh shows the importance of  
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work related discourse in family dinner talk (2005). Not only do children ask 

for basic information when their parents talk about work-related subjects, 

they also witness evaluations of different behavior in work-related settings 

when listening to their parents’ conversational narratives (Norrick 2000). 

Hence, these middle-class dual-earner American families socialize their 

children into work settings with their expectations and roles long before the 

children actually enter work life themselves (Paugh 2005). A lack of this 

socialization practice may be one factor in the “hereditariness” of 

unemployment. The use of reported speech by mothers and fathers (Ely et al. 

2009) and the multimodal enactment of reporting (Niemelä 2010, cf. also 

below for multimodality) in conversational storytelling has also been studied 

in dinner table discourse (cf. also Perregaard 2010 for the construction of 

moral order in narrative). Finally, the interactional functions of linguistic 

forms can be studied in situ, such as the Icelandic particle nú as a marker of 

affective stance (Hilmisdóttir 2011) or the formula I’m not X, I want/just want 

Y to curtail following challenges (Childs 2012). 

 Taken together, these studies emphasize that having meals together 

serves more than the simple intake of sustenance. Instead, children are taught 

appropriate behavior, not only with regard to the dinner setting (see below), 

but through displacement, one of the defining properties of human language, 

about settings outside the immediate family realm. Morality, understandings 

of the world, and socialization are produced with mealtimes as vehicles of 

culture (Ochs & Shohet 2006). It is for this reason that many of the authors in 

this section advocate studying natural settings rather than researching food 

consumption (or socialization, or other human behavior or social endeavors) 

through laboratory experiments or questionnaires.   

 Turning to those studies which do take dinner-related talk into 

account, Blum-Kulka (1994) describes the underlying tension between the 

instrumental talk about dinner-related activities and the general socializing 

goals of dinner conversation, which is resolved by constant frame-shifting:  

 
These frames in turn evoke different genres: the highly contextualized, 

regulatory discourse of the instrumental task of having dinner; the 

spatiotemporally here-and-now anchored discourse of immediate family 

concerns, which assigns topical relevance by family membership and is 

highly sensitive to socializing goals; and finally, the discourse of 

nonimmediate topics that unfolds in the most sociable, ordinary 

conversation-like manner, accepting with equal respect contributions from 

all participants, regardless of role in family.        (Blum-Kulka 1994: 44) 

 

Kendall assigns different frames and positions with, for example, head chef, 

host, or director of clean-up in the dinner frame, and facilitator or comedian 

in the conversational frame (2008). In the socializing frame, she also 

describes an  
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etiquette monitor to enforce appropriate behavior at the dinner table (Kendall 

2008: 553).  

 Dinner related talk has been studied from a number of perspectives: 

Blum-Kulka’s research on politeness indicates that the highest number of 

directives at the dinner table is requests for action or requests to stop an action. 

With regard to the parents’ utterances only, the portion even rises to 85%. 

This is an indication both of the asymmetrical relation as well as of the need 

perceived by the parents to control their children at the table (Blum-Kulka 

1990). Narratives and food distribution are interspersed (e.g. transcript 19 in 

Ochs & Taylor 1992a). Ochs shows how the present act of eating is 

intertwined with past eating experiences through narrative: current eating 

may occasion story-telling about past eating or an event from a story about 

eating may happen again during the dinner (1994). In a cross-cultural Italian-

US American comparison, Ochs et al. show differences in the socialization of 

children at the dinner table (1996). While Americans stressed eating the right 

food as a moral obligation (with dessert used as a reward for compliance), 

Italian families reveled in taste as pleasure. In Italy, children were regarded 

as persons with individual preferences whereas the Caucasian American 

families stressed the difference between children’s and adults’ tastes. In both 

these middle class cultures, children were taught that they should not waste 

food (Ochs et al. 1996, cf. also DuFon 2006 on how students learn about local 

taste in a study-abroad context, again in informal dinner talk with their host 

families). A qualitative analysis of Italian dinner talk highlights the shifting 

participation frameworks (Goffman 1981) in family interaction: with regard 

to dinner behavior, the burping of a young child was used by the father to put 

the child into the role of an overhearer (Goffman 1981) allowing him to turn 

his behavior into a face-saving comical performance (Fatigante et al. 1998). 

Junefeld and Tulviste show that there are sociocultural differences between 

the uses of the sentence types (declarative, imperative, interrogative) with 

regard to Estonian and American mothers regulating children (with Swedish 

mothers being in between) (1998). While the former prefer to concentrate on 

the task at hand (having dinner), the Americans seem to foster verbal activities 

during mealtimes (Junefeld & Tulviste 1998: 146). With regard to the 

regulation of teenagers, however, American and Estonian mothers do not 

seem to differ in the amount of regulatory speech at the dinner table (Tulviste 

2000: 550). It is mainly mothers (in a sample of Estonian, Finnish and 

Swedish families) who regulate the table manners of children, especially 

younger children (De Geer et al. 2002). Estonian mothers comment more 

frequently on the immediate task of having dinner; also they use more 

imperatives than all other mothers (De Geer et al. 2002: 1777). In contrast, 

Swedish early adolescents comment more often when perceiving failures to 

comply to moral rules than Estonians or Finns (Tulviste et al. 2002). In one 

Caucasian-American family, the father initiated local, dinner related topics 

only, whereas the  
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mother’s topics were unrelated to the setting (Abu-Akel 2002). 

Metacommunicative comments are used in (Italian) food talk to coerce 

children to eat more or stop them from eating more (Fatigante et al. 2004). 

Generally, with children present, regulatory talk seems more direct in 

Swedish families than non-instrumental talk (Brumark 2006b), but there is 

also a tendency for fathers to use irony and sarcasm to regulate younger 

children (Brumark 2006a). In addition, with younger children there tends to 

be more negotiation around dinner-related behavior (Brumark 2008). During 

meal times, parents often use directives (in contrast to requests) since their 

children’s willingness to comply is not of interest to them and since they do 

not doubt their own entitlement to control their children’s actions (Craven & 

Potter 2010). Interaction between children, peer talk, is an important 

contribution to the development of adequate language skills (Blum-Kulka et 

al. 2004). An older brother may also at times position himself as caretaker in 

trying to coerce his younger sibling to finish his food, again in a Swedish 

family (Aronsson & Gottzén 2011). Furthermore, compliance to directives at 

the dinner table is exercised in different manners using an array of embodied 

and verbal resources (Kent 2012). In the case of a child with special dietary 

requirements, references to pleasure are used to normalize the diet and 

construct a practice shared by the whole family (Veen et al. 2012). 

 Taken together, these studies illustrate cross-cultural differences on 

various planes and the enactment of distinct family roles according to gender, 

age and position in the family (e.g. elder brother). Furthermore, just like in 

the sections above, food is again shown to be constructed through language. 

In addition, the importance of studying language and food in their natural 

habitats becomes reinforced. The complexity of the setting “dinner table” or 

“having meals together” will become even more pronounced in this final 

section with studies focusing on the inseparability of language from the 

physical context of its use, hence in our case, from the dinner setting. Here, 

the actual food on the table is also taken into account.  

 In his lectures, Sacks draws attention to the position someone occupies 

who can say “bring out the herring,” a position typically associated with a 

dinner frame including guests (1995: 328). Similarly, an offer for a plate can 

be heard as displaying membership as ‘host’ (Butler & Fitzgerald 2010). 

Offering food to guests includes referring to the food on the table. This is 

achieved by using summonses, demonstratives, and bodily practices like 

pointing to, fetching or holding up objects (Eriksson 2009). Generally, 

entertaining guests adds another dimension to dinners. For instance, toasting 

is an important convention and a traditional spoken genre in many cultures 

(cf. Kotthoff, this volume). Speech acts concerned with the offering of food 

or drinks to guests are strongly dependent on cultural norms: e.g. in Polish, 

the guest’s expressed desires are typically dismissed (Wierzbicka 1985).  
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Ultimately this leads to questioning the universality of politeness phenomena 

(cf. the work on Chinese food offerings (Chen 1996)). All of these phenomena 

can only be truly explicated when both talk and food are taken into account. 

 In a more minute analysis regarding objects in conversation, Erickson 

(1982) shows how the food and dinner utensils on the table can be used as 

resources for conversation: after the mother declares that everything on the 

table is home grown, her son starts listing things like lasagne and napkins. He 

uses the location of the utensils on the table as a means of generating a list by 

following their order on the table in counter-clockwise fashion (Erickson 

1982: 61). By using the laid table as a local resource, the boy can quickly 

generate a topical list of items which allows him to contribute to the talk. 

Furthermore, Erickson points out that in his data an offer of food (to a guest) 

is reciprocated by a compliment about the food.12 Hence an offer of a ‘food 

item’ is reciprocated by a ‘talk item’ while concurrently food consumption is 

backgrounded (‘main course is over’) and conversational work foregrounded 

(‘small talk begins’) (Erickson 1982: 60). This study illustrates food used as 

a resource for talk-in-interaction, and, more importantly, as on-a-par siblings 

in the dinner setting, language being exchanged against food and food against 

language.  

 With different methodologies and data, but similar findings, Keating 

describes how different semiotic resources are used to create rank in Pohnpei, 

Micronesia (2000). Their language has different verbs of motion or state, and 

forms of address depending on the status of a person. Concurrently, food is 

used during the frequent feasts to index hierarchies: higher ranking persons 

come first; also the quality and quantity of the food will decrease throughout 

the distributions. These are often the topic of subsequent discussions (Keating 

2000: 310). Whereas language offers a limited choice of linguistic forms (e.g. 

pronouns) or grammatical constructions only (high-status, low-status, no 

status-marking), food offers more subtle variation, so that who may be in one 

group language-wise can be differentiated with regard to food practices. The 

different semiotic systems can add meaning unto another, or they can send 

oppositional meanings to create a complex set of hierarchies (Keating 2000: 

311). 

 Wiggins et al. have worked on eating practices in the framework of 

discursive psychology (2001). They show that even the very nature of food is 

jointly constructed and negotiated (Wiggins et al. 2001: 9) and that inner 

states such as hunger are open to discussion in family talk (Wiggins et al. 

2001: 10). Wiggins (2001) shows that evaluations of food are interactionally 

constructed in family  

  

                                                 
12 cf. also Ochs and Taylor 1992a transcripts 14 and, foremostly, 18 for the use of 

compliments about food in identity and role construction in families. 
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conversation, even to the point that the identity of the food has to be first 

clarified. Evaluations of food items occur to compliment the cook, and they 

are often taken as requests for more. Evaluations can also be used to justify 

not eating one’s food. Finally, evaluating food is also a claim of being 

experienced. This bound nature and action orientation questions the many 

questionnaire based studies on food evaluation (Wiggins 2001: 446) which 

were in the main disregarded in this introduction. In talk, people differentiate 

between ‘subjective’ and ‘objective’ evaluations, i.e. personal preferences 

and qualities of the food item, and between categories and items, i.e. a specific 

piece of food and a piece of food as representative of its kind (Wiggins & 

Potter 2003). Again, these distinctions are obscured in attitudinal studies 

(Wiggins & Potter 2003).  

 In addition, Wiggins describes the function of the gustatory mmm, 

which is often followed by an evaluation, as an interactional activity (2002: 

318, for challenges to evaluations of food items cf. Wiggins 2004b). It can be 

used by speakers as physical proof for bodily sensations linked to food to 

embody verbal claims of pleasure (Wiggins 2002: 330). Furthermore, the 

interactional construction of food as healthy or unhealthy has been a concern: 

it is closely interwoven with other concurrent activities such as justifying 

meal choice (Wiggins 2004a). 

 Mondada, in her conversation analytic account of food assessments in 

dinner talk, shows that these are intricately interwoven with both food related 

as well as interactional activities (2009). Her paper can be seen as a strong 

argument in support of such a volume as this one: It is only by looking both 

at the meal activities as well as the interactions that she discovers the 

functions of assessments in this context. For once, assessments often occur 

when the arrival of new food is announced at the table: Assessment sequences 

are then relevant, projected second pair parts. Furthermore, they do not occur 

randomly in dinner conversation, but they are usually inserted after the 

closing of a sequence or a topic. Hence, “talking about food can be a powerful 

resource for relaunching conversation” (Mondada 2009:10). This nature of 

food assessments can also be used in ‘delicate’ situations by the diners to 

close controversial topics and initiate new ones. In sum, food assessments 

occur in specific slots both with regard to the conversations as well as with 

regard to the dining itself.  

 Laurier, in a similar vein, is concerned with “Drinking up endings” 

(2008). Drink is here used as a resource in the closing sequence of a casual 

conversation between two co-workers in a café.13 After having ended her 

story with at the end  

  

                                                 
13 This is for obvious reasons not dinner talk. However, the study by Laurier nicely 

complements Mondada and Wiggins with its focus on the use of objects as resources in 

talk. 
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of the day, B finishes her coffee with “that extra tilt… which while 

mechanically necessary also makes it visibly the last sip.” (Laurier 2008: 172) 

This makes the completion of the coffee-break possible since both talk and 

drink are done. However, the other woman (F) still has half a glass of coke. 

B’s setting down the cup on the saucer with a hearable ‘clunk’ happens at the 

turn completion of her colleague’s turn. After a few utterances both women 

glance at their wrist watches. This then causes F to take a markedly quicker 

drink from her coke than in her previous behavior. In doing so she makes an 

attempt at aligning the time of her finishing the drink with the time they still 

have according to their watches. Although she is not done, she pushes the 

glass away from her after having set it down: “a charming and classic gesture 

of having finished even though the glass is not empty.” (Laurier 2008: 175) 

Again, a possible moment for leaving the café and the conversation has come. 

However, the two women seem reluctant to leave their moment of gossiping 

about co-workers. Now B uses a half-filled glass of tap-water which was 

sitting next to her cup of coffee as a reserve resource: Her picking it up 

projects forward more time for the conversation to continue. The final move 

that leads into them getting up in perfect synchrony is signaled again not only 

verbally, but through a sequence of actions: F drinks up, puts the glass down 

forcefully with a ‘clunk’, slaps her thigh and reaches for her handbag (Laurier 

2008: 177). The analysis of this sequence indicates that not every attempt at 

closing is necessarily taken up. This is in parallel to classic pieces of 

conversation analytic research about telephone calls (Schegloff & Sacks 

1973). It is also a strong argument in favor of analyzing every possible 

resource for making meaning in conversation, including drinks and food. 

Schegloff and Sacks have already drawn the analogy between the uses of food 

and language in their seminal paper: 

 
the possible need for preparing [closings], has to do with the OCCASION’S 

ending, and it is a part of conversation that the occasion may be ended. It is 

by way of the use of closing the conversation for ending the occasion that 

the use of a section to end the conversation may be appreciated, in a way 

similar to our appreciation of the use of a snack to end an evening or a get-

together.           (Schegloff & Sacks 1973: 326) 

 

Just like conversation here is used to end a phone-call, in Laurier’s data it is 

drinks and conversation (and other means) which are used to end the coffee-

break (Laurier 2008: 170-171). 

 With regard to young children in affluent societies, however, it is not 

always clear when the end of dinner has been reached. Parents elicit 

completion statements “Are you done?” and disregard claims from their 

children that they are full (Laurier & Wiggins 2011). Dessert is used as a 

resource by parents to check satiety with those children who are old enough 

to have acquired general dinner  
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rules. Furthermore, family equality or the nutritional value of food are evoked 

in the negotiation of adequate and fair food portions for children in mundane 

dinner settings. Hence, appetite, hunger, and satiety are not psychological 

states, but interactionally negotiated practices in families. For this reason, 

research on eating disorders and obesity should take such findings into 

account (Laurier & Wiggins 2011).  

 In US society, health is often depicted as a state to be achieved through 

correct eating practices (Paugh & Izquierdo 2009, also e.g. Meneley 2007 on 

the discourse surrounding one product, namely olive oil). With regard to 

children, these practices also reflect whether someone is a good or bad parent. 

Since everyday practices do not always match the perceived knowledge about 

healthy eating, conflicts arise between parents and children during dinner 

while they negotiate food choice and quantity in the context of issues such as 

individual preferences or sibling fairness through family interaction (Paugh 

& Izquierdo 2009). In addition, Wiggins and Hepburn study how the amount 

of food eaten by the children, their appetite, and satiety are managed in 

everyday family interaction (2007). 

 Having food together in a group is presumably one of the oldest social 

acts in the history of human kind. The studies above indicate its primordial 

importance in bonding and group constitution, in the transmission of language 

and culture, and in the constitution of identities and roles. While constructing 

one’s behavior as meaningful and orderly, both food and language are used 

as resources in everyday situations. 

  

3.5.2 Other spoken discourses 

Talk about food is common in everyday interactioon between relatives, 

friends or other social groups (e.g. in a paper on offers of assistance Curl 

2006). Norrick shows that it can be used as a means of bonding, even if 

participants often take an expert footing for example in conversational recipe 

tellings (2011). Conversational recipes consist of a sequence of turns with a 

discernable opening and closing. The use of the first person past tense links 

them to conversational stories (Norrick 2000), while the use of imperatives 

indicates their instructional nature (Norrick 2011). In Greek, diminutives are 

often added to the ingredients in spoken recipes, indicating involvement and 

concern (Sifianou 1992: 163). 

 Not many studies seem to exist which focus on language use during 

food preparation. Achiba illustrates the acquisition of interactional 

competence by an L2 speaker during the course of three cooking sessions 

with L1 speakers (2012). For instance, the 8-year-old Japanese girl starts 

using the expression it says..., so... which has been used by the native English 

speakers to refer to instructions in the recipe and their in-situ application 

(Achiba 2012: 22). 
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 In an ethnographic account of Israeli children’s ritual sharing of 

snacks, Katriel describes the bonding nature of this communicative act that 

involves both food consumption as well as specific verbal negotiations 

(1987). For instance, by quickly stating bli xibùdim ‘without sharing’, the 

future buyer of snacks can suspend the rules. However, if the other children 

first utter bexibùdim! bexibùdim! in a chant-like manner, this option is no 

longer available so that the treat would have to be shared with the other 

children by letting them have bites or licks (Katriel 1987: 305). Mishler 

describes how children exchange food items during break time in a first grade 

classroom focusing on the act of trading (1979, cf. also Schieffelin 1990). 

Looking at spoken language in the kindergarden, teachers see majority culture 

food as a natural choice, inadvertently putting pressure on minority culture 

children (Karrebæk 2012, 2013). Meaning to put the focus on healthy eating, 

teachers advocated rye bread or oats for breakfast so that newly arrived 

students will also be discouraged by their fellow pupils to bring pita bread to 

school (Karrebæk 2012: 8ff, cf. also Allison 2008, about lunch-boxes in 

Japan).  

 The service encounter remains understudied (Kuroshima 2010). For 

Quito (Ecuador) the importance of phatic communion (Malinowski 1972) in 

corner shops is attested (Placencia 2004). Merritt draws attention to questions 

by customers which may sometimes be reciprocated by questions from the 

service personnel orienting to the status of the first as either requests for 

information or a requests for service (1976). Expansions of the request-

registration sequence indicate attenuated trust in the correct outcome of the 

ordering sequence, which may be relevant in a cross-linguistic setting 

(Kuroshima 2010). Buying food at markets or shops is usually studied under 

buying and selling and does not have a focus on food as the object of the 

transaction (for example Orr 2008 for buying e.g. fruit at a Chinese market).  

 However, the doings of customers e.g. at coffee shops also encompass 

entering, ordering, seat-selecting, meeting people, and a number of other 

activities which usually go unnoticed because of their ordinariness (Laurier 

2005). People are usually discernable as regulars in cafés, groups that meet, 

or lone customers. It is through the use of talk, gestures, gaze, movement in 

space, use of books or newspapers, and other resources that we manage these 

mundane activities and make sense out of them (Laurier 2005, Laurier et al. 

2001 for an overview about ethnographic studies in this field, cf. Møller 2010 

for the use of membership categorization devices used in a restaurant 

situation).  

 In her ethnographic study, Lindquest shows how the patrons of a 

restaurant lounge in which she worked as a bar tender, create an identity of 

White working class through their talk (2004, 2002, cf. her bibliographies for 

more (ethnographic) studies of bar life). While arguing, mainly about politics, 

the regulars at the bar may disalign from each other; however, concurrently 

this allows the discursive  
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constitution of a group identity (Lindquest 2002: 171).  Even though they feel 

they are not being properly represented by political and other institutions, they 

still believe they can move upwards within a society governed by these 

structures. Their identity is based on the common belief that “street 

smartness” is better than “book learning” (Lindquest 2002: 117-118). The 

stylized performances of the bar patrons are interpreted as resolving “tensions 

that exist not only between group solidarity and individual difference, but also 

between lived experience and the claims of the American myth of unfettered 

social mobility.” (Lindquist 2004: 312) The socio-political as well as material 

context of coffeetalk at Starbucks in the U.S., which may appear casual and 

based on equality, has been shown to reinforce social segregation (Gaudio 

2003, for racial stereotyping by servers, cf. also Mallinson & Brewster 2005). 

 Barrett discusses the use of Spanish at a Mexican restaurant in Texas. 

Anglo managers often use mock Spanish for communication without 

questioning its success as a communicative tool. Instead, results of 

miscommunication are mostly explained with racial stereotypes of the 

Spanish-speaking workers as being lazy or stupid. Amongst the workforce, 

however, Spanish is used to show solidarity and resistance (Barrett 2006).14  

 Similarly, Tate, in her discourse analytic study, describes how Black 

British women from Caribbean descent reproduce and delimit their identities 

through talk about food, while also criticizing this reduction of their culture 

to “rice an peas on a Sunday an a piece ah chicken” (2003: 96). As pointed 

out above, “terms for food and dishes [...] frequently come to stand 

metonymically for a particular culture (spaghetti, kraut, curry, doner kebab, 

etc.).” (Mühleisen 2003: 72) 

 Based on a recorded conversation between a grandmother who is a 

trained nurse and her granddaughter, Beach shows how the denial of “a 

problem” with bulimia and the grandmother’s concern are interactionally 

constructed between the two women (1996). Wiggins et al. are concerned 

with calls to a helpline where food habits are discussed as either appropriate 

or evidence of abuse (2007, cf. also Hepburn & Wiggins 2005, for comments 

on body-size as a resource in conversation, see Guendouzi 2004). The authors 

demonstrate that discursive psychology can provide information for health 

professionals in this field that would help them understand actual food 

practices more thoroughly (Wiggins et al. 2007: 279-280, for studies on 

eating disorders, cf. also below). Similarly, based on observations of meetings 

between overweight (Danish) children, their parents and a dietician, Koustrup 

et al. point out that only medical and parental views were present whereas  

  

                                                 
14 The high number of Hispanic workers in US American kitchens has also led to courses in 

Hotel/Restaurant Spanish in community colleges (Flouton 1991). 
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the child’s perspective was lacking (2012). They suggest that interventions 

might be more lasting if the ‘food worlds’ of the obese children were taken 

into account.   

 Animal feed or pet food will for the most part be ignored in this 

volume. However, food is often used as a prompt in studies with animals to 

test their cognitive or communicative skills. It is interesting to note that dogs 

have the ability to understand human communicative cues such as pointing or 

gaze in their attempts to locate food, in contrast for instance to primates or 

wolves, an ability which must have evolved during their domestication  (cf. 

Bräuer et al. 2006: 38-39 for a recent summary).  

 To sum up, besides the dinner table, a number of public places are also 

associated with the consumption and, hence, production of edibles, and talk: 

restaurant lounges, bars, restaurants, coffee shops etc. Also, foods need to be 

bought first. Depending on the context, food or references to food take on 

different meanings (cf. also Holmes et al., this volume). However, most 

studies from these settings do not focus on language. Apart from research on 

families having meals at the dinner table, there is a relative dearth of 

linguistically-informed or language-based studies concentrating on spoken 

discourses around food. 

 

3.6 Food writing 

Written discourses around food as well as the mediated ones in the following 

section are often connected today in that celebrity chefs as brands represent 

the most successful actors across these different markets (Ashley et al. 2004: 

172ff, cf. also Chiaro, this volume). They publish their own lines of cookery 

books, run restaurants, sell products under their name and work different 

media channels (television, internet...) Jamie Oliver’s School Dinners, for 

instance, consisted of a reality TV programme and an online petition, which 

subsequently found wide media coverage and provoked governmental action 

(Mayr 2009). In that sense, these genres must nowadays not be seen 

separately, but as cross-fertile and as different realizations of the same 

discourse of lifestyle and distinction (Ashley et al. 2004: 177ff, cf. Coveney 

2006).  

 Food writing is often distinguished into two forms: gastronomic 

literature and cookery books (Mennell 1996, Ashley et al. 2004). The genre 

defining example of the first is Brillat-Savarin’s Physiologie du gout (cf. 

above). While the advent of food essays as literary genre and guides to eating 

has been described (Mennell 2005), a linguistically oriented discourse 

analytic account seems missing (cf. Van den Berghe 2009 for restaurant 

reviews in Brussels though). However, also other, smaller genres which may 

not be as obvious have established themselves. For once, written lists are an 

important part of food discourse: besides recipes which are concerned with 

the preparation of food, there are also shopping lists and menus  
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(Goody 2008: 83). While cookery books and recipes as well as menus have 

found some attention, the shopping list less so. Goody points out that it is 

more than a mere list of required items, but “a way of constructing the future 

schedule... in space and time” (2008: 83) e.g. by grouping certain products. 

Moreover, wine tasting notes have been described which usually follow the 

order of the tasting experience itself (color, smell, taste) and are of special 

interest because of the amount of metaphorical language use found in them 

(Caballero 2007). For instance, WINE IS A PERSON is a common metaphor 

in French (Amoraritei 2002, cf. Gluck 2003 for a critical account of 

‘winespeak’). Food and healthy eating are also the topic of a burgeoning 

number of self-help books and diet manuals which tend to quantify, 

fragmentize and pathologize food (Marko 2009). The genre which has found 

the most attention by linguists, however, is the recipe.  

 

3.6.1 Cookery books and recipes 

The earliest documentation of written recipes consists of tablets from the 

northern Semitic city of Mari (located on the west bank of the Euphrates) 

from the earlier part of the second millennium BC (Goody 2008: 85). The 

first cookery book to be printed is claimed to be “Martino of Como’s Liber 

de arte coquinaria, which is embedded in Platina’s De honesta voluptate of 

around 1470” (Albala 2007: x) or, alternatively, the Nuremberg 

Küchenmeisterei (Ehlert 2010 [1485]). Recipes traveled from one European 

country to the next, both as medieval manuscripts and in print, allowing for a 

common style of cuisine in upper classes across Europe (Mennell 1996: 50). 

In England, the first cookery books (around 1500) were more general in 

scope, often called books of secrets, which also included receipts for 

medicine, cleaning agents, distillation, or perfumes (cf. Riley-Köhn 1999 for 

a diachronic study of the English recipe, cf. Hödl 1999 for a diachronic cross-

linguistic study, cf. Arendholz et al., this volume, cf. Diemer, this volume). 

In France, until the 19th century, cookery books were exclusively written by 

male, mostly professional cooks (Davidson 2006: 319-320). Take note that, 

until the 17th century, German cookery books “were more numerous and 

impressive than French ones” (Davidson 2006: 336), their compilations 

associated with Southern German monasteries (Schumacher-Voelker 1980) 

(cf. Davidson 2006 for a history of the cookery book in other European 

countries, Ashley et al. 2004 for a recent discussion of the literature). It is 

claimed that only in 1887 with the appearance of The Boston Cookbook the 

conventional bipartite recipe (list of ingredients plus instructions) emerged 

(Aresty 1964 in Cotter 1997). 

 The history of the (English) cookery book allows tracing the 

implementation of husbandry and housewifery as a gender based division of 

domestic labor (Davidson 2006: 276-280), cookery books having a female 

domestic audience (Mennell 1996: 200). In the U.S., after WWII, cookery 

books reaffirmed the  
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domesticity of the women, after many women had entered the workforce 

during the war years (Horner 2000). Interestingly, not only did cookbooks, 

beginning in the early twentieth century continuing into the 1960s, instruct 

women and girls how to get and keep a man: “the good-looking girl who is 

also a ‘good-cooking girl’ stands more of a chance of sniffing orange 

blossoms,” (quoted in Inness 2001a: 37) also, in marital sex manuals of the 

same years, women were instructed how to cook and keep a house: “If you 

want your husband to love you romantically in the years to come, don’t be 

romantic about yourself or about him. Think of his stomach.” (Borden 1933 

in Neuhaus 2001: 101) In juvenile cookbooks, girls and boys are not only 

instructed that they must like different kinds of food, but also that their 

outlook on food is different: Whereas girls are supposedly concerned with 

the appearance and presentation of food, boys look for taste only. Likewise, 

cooking (simple) dishes is presented as an option to boys, whereas girls are 

taught that to them cooking will be a joy and a sacred responsibility in the 

future (Inness 2001b). Not only gender issues, but also representation of 

class and national identity can be traced in cookery books. Victorian authors 

of cookbooks often connect a nation’s diet to its fate likening the head of the 

household to a leader of a nation (Zlotnick 1996: 60-61). Community 

cookbooks are put together, mostly by women, to raise funds for local 

projects reflecting the worldviews and values of those communities (Bower 

1997).  

 Recipes are ways of encoding dishes, “a culturally defined complex 

of food items” (Goode et al. 1984: 147). Even though recipes for one 

particular dish may vary from cookery book to cookery book or from cook to 

cook, their basic structure is a “group-shared, socially transmitted pattern” 

(Goode et al. 1984: 147). On the one hand, it is the food items and, on the 

other hand, the modes of preparation which constitute a dish, with the latter 

being more important for the differentiation of different social 

groups/ethnicities (Goode et al. 1984: 148). A case in point may be the 

attempt to provide Hamburgers to the American troops in WWII, even though 

the usual meat could not be provided (cf. gazelleburgers or caraburgers made 

out of caraboa ‘water buffalo’ Meredith 1944). In regional cooking, however, 

the ingredients are more constant, and the procedures flexible (Goody 2008). 

 The genre recipe has a number of characteristics on different linguistic 

levels which make it such an obvious case of specialized written use of 

language that it seems to represent the single most used example when 

exemplifying this technical term or when teaching genre writing in school (cf. 

also Spitz & Bubel, this volume). Recipes usually consist of two parts: a list 

(of ingredients) and instructions. Often, recipes are also accompanied by 

external instructions or comments, sometimes in extra-boxes, e.g. 

information about some ingredient or how to serve the dish (Tomlinson 1986: 

204). They are also headed by a title, the name of the recipe. These may 

include labels like Shirley’s dip or Mother’s pumpkin pie implying that  
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“the reader should trust the author” (Tomlinson 1986: 206). Moreover, some 

titles are rather uninformative, but strongly evaluative Best ever cookies or 

Dream bar, or, informative only regarding preparational details: Tupperware 

sugar cookies or Microwave manicotti (Tomlinson 1986: 206) (cf. also the 

section on word formation and restaurant menus for names of dishes in this 

introduction). Vital is also the information on the number of portions a recipe 

will make (Fisher 1969: 23). 

 The first major part of recipes, the list, may include the ingredients, 

but indispensable components like kitchen machines that may be required, 

pots, measuring cups, cutting boards etc. are not itemized (in contrast to 

laboratory manuals which list these) (Norrick 1983a, cf. also Ribeiro et al. 

2006 and their ontology for a dialog system for The House of the Future). 

Likewise, some foodstuffs such as salt or water are not enumerated; or e.g. 

flour for rolling out dough is not added as an extra amount (Norrick 1983a). 

Moreover, often the list presupposes some earlier preparation stage 2 eggs, 

separated or sifted flour by adding past participle verbs (Tomlinson 1986: 

206). Finally, pinch or slice and abbreviations like tsp or c. may be hard to 

understand and put into action. In short, the list of ingredients is “incomplete, 

inexact and inconsistent” (Norrick 1983b: 174). Hence, expertise in cooking 

is required, even to understand the list of ingredients and its implications or 

presuppositions.  

 The instructions are “directly directive object-oriented schedules of 

procedures” (Norrick 1983a: 121; cf. also Wharton 2010). Object oriented 

pertains to the objective of recipes, namely to produce some dish. Instead of 

the word schedule, the Labovian narrative has also been used to describe the 

order of the instructions (Cotter 1994, Labov 1972). Even though the steps 

are given chronologically, prereading is often necessary: Boil liquor in which 

meat marinated for instance presupposes keeping the marinade (Norrick 

1983a). Moreover, the instructions are necessarily always incomplete, and 

reading recipes means understanding the level of incompleteness (Tomlinson 

1986: 207). The number of steps describing the preparation of the same dish 

in two different cook books may vary enormously catering for different 

audiences (Lakoff 2006: 162, cf. also Fischer, this volume). While English 

uses imperatives, e.g. German uses infinitives introduced by objects 

Pfifferlinge putzen (Gläser 1979 in Norrick 1983a: 126). Syntactically, they 

have been described as “recipe context English null object constructions”, e.g. 

Mix well and beat for five minutes (Massam & Roberge 1989: 135, cf. also 

Massam 1992, for a formal representation of cooking recipes). While 

historically less frequent, zero anaphora is now primarily a question of style 

(Culy 1996, for a syntactical analysis cf. also Bender 1999). These elliptical 

constructions often represent “intermediate products, as one completes the 

procedures, and these are henceforth treated as ingredients proper” (Norrick 

1983a: 125). Non-elliptically, “once sautéed, the celery, carrot, and onion [...] 

become the vegetables [...]; combined with vinegar  
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and water, they constitute the first mixture....” (Norrick 1983a: 125). Again, 

the coherence of this text type relies on the knowledge of the cook. Non-

imperative clauses have a descriptive or evaluative function only and often 

serve to differentiate versions of a particular recipe for the same dish (Cotter 

1994). Because of the scalar nature of many of the descriptive clauses, e.g. 

extra-thick or regular crust, again prior knowledge about the genre and 

cooking seems presupposed (Cotter 1994). The complex nature of recipes 

comes into view when studying the cooking instructions given in a radio 

phone-in show which does indeed allow the reader/hearer to ask back 

(Goldberg 1975). 

 Cooking instructions printed on convenience food (Rathmayr 2006a, 

2006b) are similar to recipes in many respects because of their shared global 

function. However, the lack of space, the smaller range and less complicated 

nature of the “cooking” activities, the ready-made mixtures as well as the 

context on the packages (e.g. recycling instructions) also make them specific 

text types. As to be expected, cross-cultural differences can be found: Russian 

texts, for instance, are much less explicit than German ones, their vague 

formulations catering for more experienced cooks (Rathmayr 2006a, 2006b).  

 Recipes are not simple, straight-forward step-by-step instructions that 

can be successfully used by any novice, but they represent a register 

containing presuppositions on many levels, necessary incompleteness in the 

steps of preparations or sets of instructions, assumptions about cultural 

knowledge, practical skills, and technical equipments evoking a complex set 

of practices. Successful cooks need to be able to time their steps, to 

understand the ever-changing nature of the product as they produce it while 

putting the text into action.  

 

3.6.2 Restaurant menus  

Menus are minimally lists of food names with prices. Restaurant owners face 

the difficulty of having to give information about their dishes and to advertise 

them in a relatively small space (Zwicky & Zwicky 1980). The genre 

convention of brevity holds even when the actual size of the menu would 

permit more information. In contrast, it may be flouted when the 

advertisement motive is strong (Zwicky & Zwicky 1980). In (American) 

English, past participle constructions are prevalent because the preparation is 

completed at the time of serving. Tasty, but rather uninformative adjectives 

such as fresh are common. The most basic taste words, however, are generally 

absent (Zwicky & Zwicky 1980: 89). Furthermore, indexing connoisseurship 

by the use of French kitchen terminology and language play such as 

alliteration or rhyme are recurring features in American menus (Zwicky & 

Zwicky 1980: 84-86). 

 Since French is often considered the language of the finest cooking, it 

can also be used to index quality and skill through the names of dishes in 

restaurants,  
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such as “onion au gratin a la Japanese ... Small matter that the average diner 

can neither understand nor pronounce them” (Teller 1969: 92). In American 

menus, the French function words le and au are used irrespective of French 

grammar rules such as in Le salad or Au gratin potatoes (Zwicky & Zwicky 

1980, cf. also Serwe et al., this volume). Besides the frequently used French 

forms and the Italian alla and all’, a new form ala has been devised for menu-

upgrading (Teller 1969). The expression a la mode has lost its original 

meaning (and its accent) in American English and indicates that some food 

item is prepared with ice cream. Furthermore, dish names often follow French 

or romance word order patters such as Clambs Larry (all Zwicky & Zwicky 

1980).  This has been lamented early on: “Languages are often freely mixed 

and confused: ... ragout of beef tenderloin a la Deutsch” (Teller 1969).  

 In recent years, there has been an increase in so-called fusion cuisine, 

i.e. the mixing of different Eastern and Western culinary worlds. The menus 

of these restaurants are an amalgam of international food terms such as 

bouillabaisse with pak soi or won ton filled with tomato and mozzarella with 

all their distinct etymologies (Mühleisen 2003: 83, cf. also above). 

Furthermore, with the rising interest in food safety and ecologically sound 

production methods, even the exact origin of a product may be mentioned 

(e.g. Paine Farm squab) indexing the patrons ecological sensitivity (Lakoff 

2006: 152). Menus generally reflect a restaurant’s orientation, both in word-

choice as well as in lay-out (and pricing) (Lakoff 2006: 157). Longer names 

usually reflect higher prices and vice versa (Lavric 2009, cf. also for naming 

practices in German, French and Spanish). Because of this range of different 

meaningful practices, there seems of be  “something like a stylistcis of dish 

names.” (Lavric 2009: 29) 

 Menus for banquets have a specific build up, page 1 mentioning the 

special occasion, page 2 listing the wines, and page 3 the food. In the case of 

political visits, the denominations (and food choice) on the menu have been 

shown to mirror regional social contexts (e.g. for an American visit to 

Belgium during the inter-war years) (Van den Eeckhout & Scholliers 2003). 

While the wine to be served during formal dining is often mentioned on the 

menu, other beverages which may be taken instead are omitted (Goody 2008: 

81). In formal dining like at St. John’s college, Cambridge, a “dining list” is 

also on the table, putting those present at the dinner in a distinct hierarchical 

order (Goody 2008: 79f.). 

  

3.6.3 Labeling food products  

Food items like flour or milk only become individual products through 

packaging and labeling. Labeling, however, is more often part of economic 

studies, marketing, than language studies. Furthermore, a number of legal 

regulations apply to naming (e.g. protected geographical indications) or 

packaging (e.g. obligatory information  
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about nutritional values). In linguistics, in language for special purposes, an 

obvious field here, Rathmayr studied the labeling of Russian food items. She 

found that, for instance, for chocolate, first names (to individualize the 

product) or references to fairy tales are common (Rathmayr 2004). However, 

Freedman & Jurafsky’s study on class distinction in potato chip advertising 

illustrates that the texts on food products provide an interesting site for 

analysis for other fields of linguistics also (2011).    

 In their sociolinguistic inquiry, Freedman and Jurafsky analyze the 

language on twelve more or less expensive bags of potato chips (2011). The 

expensive bags feature overall more complex language and more words. 

Moreover, the words used were less common (e.g. fluorescent or flair versus 

fresh and light), and there were more health claims on the expensive food than 

the less expensive (Freedman & Jurafsky 2011: 48). Furthermore, claims at 

distinction (Bourdieu 1979), linguistically realized as comparatives or 

negation, were used five times more frequently on expensive chips (Freedman 

& Jurafsky 2011: 49). While naturalness and ingredients/production process 

were often mentioned on the expensive bags, historicity and locality were 

stressed on the cheaper ones, in both cases to claim authenticity for the 

products (Freedman & Jurafsky 2011: 51). Hence, socioeconomic status 

reflects in the marketing of a product like potato chips. 

 In her analysis of the textual material in U.S. American whole food 

markets, Johnston shows that despite a depiction of the company in terms of 

ethical consumption (protection of the environment, support of local farmers, 

organic farming,…), the choice of food available, both in terms of range and 

type (e.g. 129 types of cereal or ice cubes in plastic wrapping), sends a 

contradictory message (2008: 251). In addition, while the in-store pamphlets 

may be called “Take action,” they mainly treat individual health concerns 

(Johnston 2008: 270). Ultimately, “vote with your dollar” – consume to 

preserve, is interpreted as representing “the privatization of social and 

ecological concerns, as the neo-liberal state distances itself from 

responsibility” (Johnston 2008: 262, for consumer activism cf. also Terragni 

et al. 2009).  

 Nilsen also ventured into a supermarket for her analysis of the gender 

on the names of food products in comparison to restaurant names (1995). It 

was not only male names for products presumably bought by men, and female 

names for women, but often cross-gender appeal was used to attract buyers 

(Nilsen 1995: 33). Restaurant names are more often male than female and 

also often marked for ethnicity, probably to indicate the cuisine offered (e.g. 

Jean-Claude’s Petit Café or Pepe’s Tacos) (Nilsen 1995: 35, cf. also Serwe 

et al., this volume).15  

  

  

                                                 
15 Research from economics or marketing is disregarded here (cf. also below for work on 

(television) advertisements). 
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3.7 Mediated food discourse 

 

In discourses about food in media contexts such as advertisements for food 

products or television commercials, the focus has generally not been the 

language used. For instance, because of general health concerns, Britain has 

seen a number of debates about the role of television in food choice, mainly 

with regard to advertising (Hastings et al. 2003, Livingstone 2004). In 

Sweden, for example, food commercials typically contain health claims (Prell 

et al. 2011). Food is presented as a solution to health problems which must 

not necessarily be true, but credible (Gracia Arnaiz 2001). With regard to the 

U.S., television has been shown to portray mainly fit and healthy people 

eating unhealthy food, so that the viewer may deduce that this has no 

consequences (Kaufman 1980). Furthermore, the advent of celebrity chefs 

and cookery shows on television in the 1990s has been studied (Ashley et al. 

2004), also, men’s health magazines and their portrayal of masculine food 

practices (Parasecoli 2005, cf. also Fuller et al., this volume) or the enactment 

of masculine hegemony in Japanese cooking shows (Holden 2005). For 

reasons of space, research not concentrating on language use in a narrow 

sense or using “authentic” language data (that exist irrespective of the study) 

will be disregarded in the following. This section will encompass both classic 

mass media as well as computer-mediated communication. 

 In an early study, Eames and Robboy researched the dialectal 

distribution of the submarine sandwich by looking at the advertisements in 

classified telephone directories (1967). In addition, they searched for 

alternative names by interviewing students: “It should be noted that these 

interviews continued throughout the entire study and the authors are still 

continuing their search for additional names” (Eames & Robboy 1967: 280). 

Interestingly, a Wikipedia page (‘Submarine sandwich’) seems to be 

continuing this endeavor until the present day. Hence, a study on mediated 

discourse (advertisements in telephone directories) about food has now found 

a place in computer-mediated communication, potentially reflecting the 

general interest of the public in dialectal variation and etymology.  

 One recurrent theme in studies of press reports in the field of food is 

genetic engineering. In the biotechnology debate in Denmark, for instance, 

the press created predominantly negative metaphors (Faustian or 

Frankensteinian) for the process of genetic food modification (Holmgreen 

2008: 107). Moreover, GM corn is portrayed as a dangerous person that needs 

to be monitored or, alternatively, as a contaminating substance. Health is a 

recurrent metaphor that can be used both by supporters and contesters 

(Holmgreen 2008: 110ff). Concentrating on the industries’ perspective (in 

New Zealand), critical discourse analysis shows how New Zealand businesses 

draw on a variety of identities and rhetorics such as  
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environmental integrity, competitiveness or rationality (Henderson et al. 

2007, cf. also Doolin 2007 for biotechnology discourse).    

 In a cross-linguistic study of television commercials (Strauss 2005), 

differences were found with regard to the description of the advertised food 

items: While in Japan it was often sufficient to label something generically as 

oishii ‘good tasting’, in the U.S. and Korea the reason for the good taste was 

given e.g. because it is flame broiled. Besides, more intensification, 

hyperboles and exclamations were used in Korea and Japan. Furthermore, the 

description of the texture of the food items was also utilized differently in this 

corpus. In Japan only softness and fluffiness were evoked and in the U.S. 

creaminess and richness mainly, whereas the Korean advertisements were 

much more varied. Generally, these findings suggest that a dichotomy 

between Western and (East) Asian cultures is oversimplified (Strauss 2005: 

1432). Gerhardt’s work shows that food represents such a mundane and basic 

topic that even in television football commentary references to food are used 

(2009). During color commentary and at the beginning of games, they seem 

to be used to close the co-presence gap between the television commentators 

and the viewers. By referring to the eating of bacon and eggs (by the viewers), 

the commentators concurrently construct an image of the English as pork-

eaters reinforcing hegemonic world-views (Gerhardt 2009).   

 Moving from the television to the radio, the cooking instructions given 

in phone-in shows indicate that instructions are usually broken down into 

smaller units which are actively received by the one being instructed 

proposing an Instruct-Receipt-sequence (Goldberg 1975). A feature of the 

setting is the stretching out of receipts to mark the time needed for writing 

down the instructions given by the radio host (Goldberg 1975: 275). 

 In Chinese online entertainment news, the playful use of food 

metaphors can be witnessed (Han 2011). The term fěnsī meaning ‘dry noodles 

made from bean or potato starch’ has been adopted as a transliteration of the 

English term fans. This playful use originated in online discourse about a 

specific television talent show, and it has given rise to a FANS ARE FOOD 

ITEMS metaphor in entertainment news and fans’ online discourse triggering 

a number of creative neologisms (Han 2011). In contrast to most other studies 

on food metaphors, in these cases, no correspondence between the two items 

is posited. Rather, these are examples of language play indexing the 

endearment of the fans towards their idols. 

 With regard to veganism, Sneijder and te Molder show how, in a 

vegan online forum, health problems are constructed as being at the 

responsibility of the individual rather than inherent in a vegan life style (2004, 

2005). The formula if… then… plus modality (e.g. If you ensure that you get 

enough calcium… it’s impossible for a problem to occur) is used to implicitly 

put the blame on the behavior  
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of those seeking advice in the forum (Sneijder & te Molder 2004: 605). 

Although vegans and vegetarians claim to choose their life style because it is 

healthier, the discursive constructions in this forum suggest that vegans are 

more concerned with avoiding health problems through eating practices than 

with improving their health (Sneijder & te Molder 2004: 607). Likewise, 

vegan lifestyle is constructed as simple, and even taking pills against vitamin 

deficiencies is portrayed as routine practice (Sneijder & te Molder 2009). 

Similarly, Stommel and Koole draw attention to the difficulty of joining an 

online support group on eating disorders (2010). Even though this service is 

generally regarded as having a low threshold, it becomes apparent that 

membership requires accepting certain norms, among them not being ‘pro-

ana’. The task of understanding and accepting the requirements of this 

‘community of practice’ (Lave & Wenger 1991) may discourage those to 

whom the site originally addresses itself (Stommel & Koole 2010: 375). 

 Finally, in an online discussion forum on food pleasure, users 

construct themselves as ‘gourmets’ for instance by using objective 

evaluations or physical experiences with food as “proof” (Sneijder & te 

Molder 2006, cf. also Diemer & Frobenius, this volume, cf. also Wiggins 

2002).  

 To sum up, studies on food in mediated contexts, especially in 

computer-mediated communication (CMC), promise interesting future 

insights into human understandings of food. Regarding long-standing genres 

such as recipes, it is interesting to see current developments in different media 

environments. While the introduction here summarizes work on 

conversational recipe tellings (Norrick 2011), i.e. oral recipes, on the earliest 

records of written recipes and on modern cookery books, in the main part of 

this volume the future of the recipe, food blogs (Diemer & Frobenius, this 

volume) and celebrity chef’s websites (Arendholz et al., this volume), will 

come into focus. All of these cater for the need to transmit culture knowledge 

about food production, from oral to written to CMC.   

  

 

4 Conclusion  

 

 

This introduction shows that there is a plethora of studies at the intersection 

of language and food. Still, it becomes clear that there are many unexplored 

fields for linguistics and other disciplines studying language with regard to 

food studies. Since food is one central element of human lives, its study 

profits from an interdisciplinary approach with multiple perspectives on food.  

Language is the primary means humans use to transmit meaning. For this 

reason, a focus on language and its use could be beneficial with regard to 

many pressing current debates or present-day research fields in other 

disciplines.  
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 To name a few, the study of eating disorders and its relation to 

socialization has mostly been studied with a disregard to actual language use 

and actual eating practices based on questionnaires, rating scales or 

experiments (e.g. Bruch 1966, Birch et al. 1987, Hill et al. 1998, Birch et al. 

2001, Neumark-Sztainer et al. 2003, Videon & Manning 2003, Taveras et al. 

2005, cf. Gremillion 2003 for fieldwork in a treatment center though). When 

actual dining was filmed (sometimes in laboratories, e.g. Drucker et al. 1999), 

it was used to code children’s mealtime behavior (e.g. Cooper et al. 2004). If 

actual interactions between mothers with eating disorders and their children 

are taken into account, the interactions are coded as to whether the mothers 

express negative or positive emotions or exert verbal control (e.g. Stein et al. 

1994). The same applies to the study of feeding in general (cf. Wiggins et al. 

2007: 2064 for an overview, Faith et al. 2004 for a review study in medicine). 

From the point of view of interactional studies, it would have been interesting 

to see the actual rating of e.g. “intrusiveness: actions which inappropriately 

cut across, took over or disrupted the infant’s activities” (Stein et al. 1994: 

737). A number of questions arise, such as what counts as an activity or an 

action here (verbal or non-verbal behavior, speech acts or events, (sequences 

of) turns; which modalities or modes exactly were regarded (”the words”, 

intonation, facial expressions, gestures, etc), or who judges whether 

something is appropriate or not (the scientist, the mother, or the child?). 

Hence, an enormous amount of research is concerned with eating disorders 

on both sides of the scale, i.e. obesity as well as anorexia nervosa or bulimia. 

Disregarding medical or biological research, bulimia, for instance, has mainly 

been studied with the help of self-report data such as interviews or 

questionnaires (e.g. Carper et al. 2000, cf. Beach 1996: 7ff, see also above). 

Enquiries into the sociocultural contexts of these illnesses, however, could 

well profit from approaches focusing on real family practices, interactions 

naturally occurring in the lives of those suffering from eating disorders. 

Again, interdisciplinarity is called for so that e.g. the coding of practices with 

which parents influence their children’s eating during dinner could go beyond 

a superficial semantic level (such as in Orrell-Valente et al. 2007, or the 

extended version of BATMAN ‘Bob’s and Tom’s method for assessing 

nutrition’, the coding scheme for meal time behavior in Koivisto et al. 1994). 

 This volume represents a first attempt at delimiting the field of 

culinary linguistics. More was left unsaid than said. We, the editors, hope that 

the many aspects at the crossroads of language and food that we were not able 

to grasp will be interpreted as enticements by readers from other disciplines 

or other branches of linguistics to complement this volume with publications 

from their perspectives. With regard to the body of this volume, it now only 

remains for us to say Guten Appetit!  
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